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News In Brief
Musical works of 10 performers
to make up MSU faculty recitals
A program of unusual and varied musical works featuring 10 performers will make up the second of the annual Faculty Showcase
Recitals at Murray State University on Tuesday evening, Sept. 22.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the recital to introduce faculty members to the campus and
area communities is sponsored by the Department of Music. It is
open to the public at no admission charge.
Performing will be:
Randall Mack, tenor; John Schlabach, trumpet; Marie Taylor,
harpsichord! and Dr. Stephen Brown, organ: will be performing
works by Handel.
Brown will also perform in a .Trio by John Cowell with Charles
Snead on horn and Donald Story on clarinet. Story will appear in a
duet with Tina Schlabach on flute They will perform a work of
Spanish origin.
Dr. Richard Scott, piano. will perform works by Szymanowski and
George Gershwin (1987 marks the 50th anniversary of Gershwin's
death i. and Scott Erickson, saxophone, will be featured, along with
mezzo-soprano Kay Gardner Bates, who will present an aria from the
opera titled "Ii Trovatore" by Verdi
„Taylor will assist both Erickson and Bates

Smith eying Bluegrass Downs
as next major purchase in area
Developer Jim R. Smith has done it again. He recently made it
known that he plans to purchase the Bluegrass Downs race track in
Paducah
According to Smith, a letter of intent to purchase the track was
signed last week
These purchases, and others in the works, are just steps in Smith's
plan for a major complex in Livingston County.
The new purchase will come in handy for Smith's new industrial
complex_ a plan,he hopestaannesince later this. year. The.racetrack,
and the recently-purchased Executive Inn in Paducah will serve as
entertainment sources for the thousands of expected employees at
the complex.
The news of Smith's intended purchase of the Bluegrass Downs
facilities was reported in a copyrighted story in Sunday's Paducah
Sun.

Elsewhere...
By Ilte Associated Pros

WASHINGTON — Administration officials and a key Senate
Democrat say they are optimistic about chances for a treaty curbing
long:range nuclear weapons as President Reagan reports to the
United Nations on a tentative U.S.-Soviet agreemeut to scrap
intermediate-range missiles.
ASHINGTON — A,number of prominent Americans are ready to
testify for or against the nomination of Robert H. Bork to the
Supreme Court following a record five days of testimony from the
nominee before the Senate Judiciary Committee.
W.4SHINGTION — Volvo, the Swedish car that is advertised as safe
and durable and is a favorite of young professionals, has two models
on the government's list of gas-guzzlers, those automobiles subject to
a federal excise tax because of their poor fuel economy.
PASADENA, Calif. — NBC takes a commanding lead at the 39th
Annual Primetime Emmy Awards with the top-rated network's hot
new series "L.A. Law" winning its case in several categories.
WASHINGTON — The Army, looking for new ways to get recruits
in the wake of a dwindling pool of potential applicants and increased
competition from the private sector, is placing new emphasis on
character virtues in ads that previously focused on excitement and
high-tech weaponry
FORT SIMPSON, Northwest Territories — For Indian elders, the
pope's colorful pilgrimage to this northern outpost was a tearful experience. But younger leaders pushed for, and got, support for their
political aims.
FORT L4IDERDALE,Fla. — Billie sat at the table, trying to joke
with the social workers and lawyers sitting around her. "Are you
talking about me?" she asked the strangers. Her lawyer explained
she needed a guardian. "Does this mean I won't be able to go back to
where I live?" she asked. Despite her doubts, she was declared incompetent and assigned a guardian: another stranger who would
control her life.

President calls
on Iran to say
if Persian Gulf
cease fire OK

Home of the tiSA
skit:tonal scouting Museum
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Pedaling for pledges

UNITED NATIONS IAPI —
President Reagan called upon .
Iran today to say whether it will
accept a cease fire in the Persian
Gulf war, declaring that the U.N.
Security Council will have no
choice but to impose sanctions if
Iranian military action continues.
In an address prepared for
delivery at the opening session of
the 42nd U.N. General Assembly,
Reagan also pledged to pursue
reductions in long-range strategic
nuclear arms in the wake of an
agreement in principle with the
Soviet Union to eliminate
intermediate -range land-based
missiles.
In addition, the president said he
will continue to seek peace in Central America, but warned
Nicaragua that "We will not, and
the world community will not, ac(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray's Rebecca Britt, tar left, leads a group of riders Sunday during the annual Diabetes Bike-A-Thon. The
start and finish of the Bike- A-Thon was the Curris Center at Murray State University. A total of $3,202.60 was
earned in pledges by the 96 bikers that took part. Participants are urged to return their pledges by Oct. 2 to
Gail Futrell at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Britt, 9, rode 10.8 miles and earned a total of $28.39 in
pledges.
staff photo by Scott %tison

Sparks set to deliver address at annual
MSU Founders' Day activities Thursday
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
emeritus of Murray State University, will deliver the ninth annual
Founders' Day address on the campus Thursday evening, Sept. 24, the
anniversary of the first day of
classes 64 years ago.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the auditorium of the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum, the oldest
building on the campus, the program begun in 1979 honors the
founders and celebrates the day —
Sept. 24, 1923 — when Murray State
Normal School opened its doors to
202 students at old Murray High
School.

Sparks, who served as the fifth
president of Murray State from
Jan. 8, 1968, to Sept. 15, 1973, will
pay tribute to Dr, John W. Carr, the
first president, and the first
faculty.
Martha Guier, director of the
museum and chairman of the planning committee for Founder's Day,
said the public is invited and encouraged to attend the program
and an open house to follow. Exhibits are on display in the museum
galleries.
A plaque to be unveiled will
recognize Carr, who served as
president from 1923 to 1926 and

from 1933 to 1936, and 15 members
of that first faculty in 1923-24.
Faculty named on the plaque are:
William M. Caudill, James H.
Hutchinson, Mary W. Moss,
Garland A. Murphey, E.H. Smith,
Irby H. Koffman, Stella Pennington, Belle McMurray Walker,
Emma Lynn Carter, EdwardFilbeck, Katherine Coleman
Hodge, Ada T. Higgins, Bertie
Manor, Mary S. Mulligan and
Klyde Vaughn.
The text of the plaque reads:
(Cont'd on page 2)
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The former No.1 community for
retirees for three years —
Brevard, N.C. — has some advice
for the Murray-Kentucky Lake
area, which was ranked first this
year by Rand Mcnally.
Your No. 1 rating will attract
the speculators," said Esther
Wesley, executive director of the
Brevard Chamber of Commerce.

"Protect what you do have.
Though Brevard attracted
retired people long before the
ranking, as did Murray, the title
has changed Brevard not in
character but in size and
substance, according to Wesley
and Mayor Katherine Anderson.
Transylvania County, where
Brevard is located, has grown

1,500 people since its first No. 1
ranking in 1983, Wesley said.
Many of those people are
retirees, and many are educated
professionals who like to be involved in the community, she said.
Three retirement developments
have emerged, in the city which
had none before the rating, and
development is still going on, she

Sidelined

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
and cool with a low 50 to 55 and
light west wind. Tuesday will
bring considerable cloudiness
with a high near 70. Northwest
wind will be 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair skies Wednesday and
Thursday and partly cloudy
conditions Friday with a
chance of showers.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.5
355.5

Dr. Harry Sparks
To deliver address

Murray advised to protect what...made it No. 1
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Chris Harrelson, from Evansville, Ind., applies an ice pack to the ankle of Maryann Wilson of Paducah after
Wilson suffered an injury in the "watermelon hike" competition at the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity's
Watermelon Bust Friday afternoon on Murray State University's Cutchin Field. The two coeds are members
of the Alpha Phi sorority.
Staff photo by David Tack

added.
"It doesn't stop in a year,'
Wesley said. "It doesn't wind
down."
Though the towns are similar —
both small and secluded, have colleges, neighbors of outdoor
preserves and are both dry — the
(Cont'd on page 8)

Kentuckians:
North, Reagan
rate favorably
in their eyes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP — Kentuckians have a favorable opinion
of Lt. Col. Oliver North and rate
President Reagan's job performance slightly higher than they
have all ye_ar, according to a
copyright story in The CourierJournal.
Those two findings come from
the latest Bluegrass State Poll,
despite revelations during congressional hearings into the Iran
Contra affair.
The poll, published in Monday's
editions, was conducted about four
weeks after public hearings into
the Iran-Contra affair concluded
in Washington, D.C. The scandal
involving arms sales to Iran has
damaged Reagan's popularity and
diminished his influence in
Congress.
In four Bluegrass State Polls
this year, all taken after tI Iran'
scandal had broken. Reagan's jobapproval rating has remained
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Kentucky Lake group may initiate own study of river pollution

CAMDEN, Tenn. AP — A
private environmental group,
unhappy with government efforts
to solve pollution problems in the
Tennessee River, has decided to
investigate legal remedies.
Members of the Kentucky Lake
Coalition met in Camden Saturday
and discussed initiating their own
study of pollution and possibly fil-

ing a lawsuit to stop turtner contamination of the waterways.
An ecologist blasted a
15-member government task force
for ignoring his recovm9gations
about pollution in thF-Teariessee
River, and said the task force is
wasting time and taxpayers'
money duplicating a study that
was already done at the lake

"They should disband." John
Bates said of the Kentucky Reservoir Water Resources Task Force.
Bates is a Virginia ecologist who is
studying the resevoir for the Tennessee Department of Health and
Enviornment.
The task force has spent more
than $300,000 studying the problem
in the past year. but has developed
no conclusions.
Bates said mussels and fish may
be dying in the river from an
AIDS-like disease caused by

Figures show 'rushing'
on the increase at MSU

More students at Murray State University are joinin
g fraternities and
sororities, and interest in "rushing" the group
s is increasing
dramatically, according to new figures from the
Office of Student
Development on campus.
"More than 19 percent of Murray State students are
members of greek
social organizations — up substantially from 17.2
percent in the fall of
1986 and 16 percent in fall 1985," Inter-Fraternity
Council(IFC) adviser
Ross Meloan said.
Membership n the 15 fraternities and eight sororit
ies on campus now
totals 1,039 students, as compared to 991 in 1986
and 968 in 1985.
Three hundred sixty-eight men registered this fall
for fraternity rush,
the period in which prospective members visit each
chapter and decide
which group to join. "That number is a satisf
ying increase over last
year, when more than 250 guys went through rush,"
Meloan said.
Panhellenic adviser Dana Harvey noted a similar
increase in sorority
figures, with 224 women registering for rush this
fall as compared to
fewer than 200 rushes in 1986.
Reasons for the upsurge of interest include extens
ive recruiting efforts using parent-student receptions and mailed
brochures, and more
awareness of the "real life" opportunities given to
students involved in
greek life.
'Working in a fraternity or sorority is really a
proving ground for
many 'life skills' learned in college. It's one thing to
read about keeping
legal records and paying bills and another thing to actual
ly pay city and
county taxes and deal with the electric and telephone
companies," said
IFC president Eddie Allen, who also serves as treasu
rer of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
"People today have a very different perception
of these groups.
because Murray State greeks have done so many
things in the past two
years to change their image. They raise money for
charities, lead the
cheering at ball games, perform community servic
e projects and support many other Murray State activities," Meloan
said.
Greek membership also provides students with an
instant reference
group of both students and alumni with whom they
can identify. "Having a closely knit group of friends with different
backgrounds and interests can help a person develop lifelong friendships
while helping him
or her survive college," Allen said.
"There are no 'Animal Houses' at Murray State. What
we do have are
some student groups developing strong social charac
ter and leadership
skills. Many students see fraternities and sororities
as a very viable option in life at Murray State," Meloan said.
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Picture This!

The Calloway County FireRescue responded to a field fire
Sunday at approximately 3:30
p.m. five miles east of Hazel on
State Line Road, according to firerescue reporter Mike Sykes.
Two-and-a-half acres of field,
owned by Marty Hutson, was
burned after a power line fell into
the field, Sykes said.
Four units and 10 men responded to the fire and were on the
scene for one hour.
During the month of August, the
Calloway County fire fighters
responded to a total of six house
fires, seven field fires, two car
fires and one rescue.

Reg $79.95 Sale
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One clear day in October 1893, Miss Blanche Lamon
t and the
students of her one-room schoolhouse in Hecla. Monta
na. dressed
up in their best clothes to have their picture taken
They brought
their hats and even their dogs and kept very still
for the long ex posure The photographer, a certain Henry W Brown, arrang
ed the
children in a carefuly balanced composition (right
down to the two
boys and their dogs perched on both flanks
)
One-room schoolhouses were the pride of frontier rn:-,rig an
lumbering towns such as Hecla They signaled the nang
e trum len
porary camp life to the stability of a real community
Today Hecla
a ghost town, but the tradition of the one-teacher school
lives Or
More than 100 of them still serve the remote stock -raisin
g areas c'
the state
(Photo credit Library of Congrf

Cease fire...

JOE SMITH CARPET
Sale Good through ??

753-6660

to Kentucky Dam He said many.
of the herbieides used have been
known to contain dioxin, which he
called the most dangerous manmade compound known.
James Champion. a political
science teacher from Smithland,
Ky., and a member of the Western
Kentucky Pollution Fighters, said
the way to stop the pollution is to
Sue.

"That will get their attention in
a heartbeat." he said

Livingston jail
escapees caught

THOSE GOOD OLD GOLDEN RULE DAYS

Reagan said. "I take this opportunity to call upon him clearly and
unequivocally to state whether
Iran accepts" a previous Security
Council resolution - calling for a
cease fire.
'al the answer is positive, it
would be a welcome step and major breakthrotigh," he said. "If it
is negative, the council has no
choice but rapidlyy to dopt enforcement measures."
The United States is supporting
a proposed resolution calling for
sanctions to enforce compliance
with the cease-fire. Iraq has said
that it will comply.

SMITHLAND. Ky. (API. —
Authorities have recaptured two
men who escaped from the Livingston County jail by overpowering a deputy jailer September
12th, state police said today.
Police said Eugene Myrick, 39,
and Billy Joe Travis. 22. were
recaptured about 8:45 a.m. Sunday at the beach of Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
State police officers, along with
the Tennessee Valley Authority
officials.
State police, along with the Tennessee Valley Authority, the state
water patrol and Livingston County sheriff's deputies aided in the
arrest.
Jail officials said the two pushed
a door against a deputy ;ailer,
knocked him down, locked him in
a dormitorv hallway and fled with
his keys in making their escape
more than a week ago.
—' •
t,d k
;Spar

.

eon from page I)
"John Wesley Carr Elected president of Murray State Normal
School June 2s. 1923. by State Board
of Education. There was no
building, no faculty. no course of
study. no equipment. and no model
to follow — only a purpose: to
educate graduates qualified to
enrich the life of western Kentucky.
•'Known as 'the grand old
Dr. Carr came to Murray and forged an institution that continues an
integral part of western Kentucky
over 60 years later."
Besides Sparks, others on the
program will include: Wayne
Williams, retired faculty member,
who will preside andirfesent the
plaque: President Kala M. Stroup,
who will give the welcome and introduce guests: Dr. L.J. Hortin,
retired journalism chairman, who
will give the invocation: Vernon E.
Show-n, retired faculty member.
who will introduce Sparks: Barbara Ashcraft Brandon. a great
niece of Dr. Carr, who will unveil
the plaque: and Margery Shown of
Murray, who will lead the singing
of the Alma Mater.
Hostesses at the open house will
be Anne Hoke and Mrs. M.O.
W'rather, along with volunteers
from the Murray State University
Women's Society

percent — also said they believe
Reagan has more honesty and integrity than most people in public
(Cont'd from page I)
life.
about the same. In January.
North got more support in the
several weeks after the Iran arms
latest poll than two other players
sales were revealed. Reagan drew
in the Iran-Contra affair, Rear
56 percent support. In the latest
Adm. John Poindexter and
poll. 58 percent either strongly or
Secretary of State George Shultz.
somewhat approved of his job
Founder's Day celebrates the
Poindexter got a favorable
performance.
rating of 21 percent. Almost a third of three key dates in Murray
North, one of the main figures in
third of those polled, however, State history'. The others were
the scheme to divert money from
said they didn't know enough March 8, 1922, when Gov. Edwin P.
the arms sale to the Contras, was
about Poindexter to give an Morrow signed the bill into law
viewed favorably by 49 percent:
which.eentually resulted in the
opinion.
only 17 percent expressed an unShultz was rated favorably by 37 school's establishment. and Sept. 1,
favorable opinion of him. The rest
percent. But in his case, too, a 1922, when the State Normal School
either were undecided or said they
third said they didn't know enough Commission designated Murray as
the site for the new school.
did not know enough about North
about Shultz to rate him.
Sparks spent more than half his
to givean opinion.
,The poll asked the following:
Although many supported
— Do you strongly approve. 43 years of work in public education
Reagan and North, fewer approvsomewhat approve, somewhat in some kind of association with
ed of the United States giving
disapprove or strongly disapprove Murray State. An administrative
military and other, aid to the
of the way Ronald Reagan is office building on the campus bears
his name and he was granted an
Nicaraguan rebels. Forty-five pchandling his job as president?
honor
ary doctor of pedagogy
cent said they oppose such aid; 39
— Do you believe that President
percent said they favor it; 16 perReagan has more honesty and in- degree in 1984.
cent had no opinion.
tegrity than most people in public
In addition to almost six years as
The latest Bluegrass State Poll,
life, or not?
president, he served 15 years
conducted from Aug. 27 to Sept. 2
—Do you approve or disapprove 11948-631
in the Department of
by intervieing 813 adult Kenof the U.S. government • giving Education
— four years on the
tuckians over the telephone, has a
military and other aid to the Con- facult
y and 11 years as chairman
margin of error of 3.4 percentage
tras who are fighting against the — and was
ex-officio chairman of
points. This means that, in theory.
government of Nicaragua?
the board of regents as superintenin 19 of 20 cases, the poll results
—Is your opinion of Oliver North dent of public instru
ction 1963-67.
would differ by no more than 3.4
favorable, not favorable, are you
He and his wife, the former Lois
points above or below the results
undecided about him, or haven't Ogden Stiles of Irving
ton, have conthat would have been obtained by
you heard enough about Oliver tinued to live in
the
Murrayquestioning all Kentucky adults
North yet to have an opinion'? Calloway County commu
nity
since
with telephones.
What about John Poindexter? his retirement.
majori
ty of those polled — 52
A
What about George Shultz'?
A native of Rockcastle County,
Sparks earned the baccalaureate
degree at Transylvania College and
both the master's and doctorate at
the University of Kentucky.
ruck Dealer

Kentuckians...

3 Niebuhr.%

Hwy 641 North

Bates . said TVA has sprayed
tons of herbicides around the Kentucky' Lake- Reservoir, which
stretches from the flckwick Dam

Field fire claims
acreage Sunday
on State Line Road

Stock No 1655E3

Stock ^4c;

to appoint six committees to look
into solutions to water quality.
The group believes the task
force, formed by the Tennessee
Valley Authority at the urging of
U.S. Sen. James Sasser. D-Tenn.,
is unwilling to find problems that
could embarrass the six governmental agencies involved.

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a call Saturday at
Hart Hall on the Murray State
campus after smoke was noticed
on the fourth floor at approximately 10 a.m., according to a
spokeswoman for the department.
Assisted by MSU police, fire
department personnel removed
the smoke from the building. The
source of the smoke was not
discovered, according to the
report.

Mother of Pearl Glass
Table Lamp

Matching Touch-Tone
Table Lamps
Reg $89 95 Sale

He told coalition members that
mussels and catfish have been dying in large numbers in the Kentucky Lake and Tennessee River
for unknown reasons. The deaths
have raised concern among
residents, fishermen, environmentalists and river dependent businesses.
About 40 members of the coalition agreed to meet. against Oct. 10

(('ont'd from page I)
cept phony 'democratization'
designed to mask the perpetuation
of dictatorship."'
Reagan opened his address by
welcoming U.N. Secretary.
General Javier Perez de Cuellar
back from a peace mission to Persian Gulf countries, saying. "All
men and women of goodwill pray
that the carnage can soon be
stopped."
Noting that Iranian President
All Khamenei will address the
G-eneeal Assembly on Tuesday.

Touch-Tone Brass
Floor Lamp
Reg. $154.95 Sale

Fire department
responds to call
at Hart Hall

lingering tracas of pesticides and
herbicides
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His experience in public education ranged from classroom
teacher and coach to principal to
superintendent.
Well-known
throughout Kentucky for his activities in professional education
organizations, he served as president of the Kentucky Education
Association in 1960.
Sparks is also widely known as a
speaker.

4
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PERSPECTIVE
Heed the moral
Leave it to Bill Bennett to
upset the educational establishment. During the last 30
months, the outspoken U.S.
education secretary has
chided teachers, administrators, grade schools, high
schools, colleges, universities
and teacher-training programs for their manifold
shortcomings. But his favorite target still is the National
Education Association, which
he clobbered again the other
day in a timely speech at the
National Press Club.
Bennett challenged the
seven Democratic presidential candidates to declare
their independence from the
1.8-million member teachers'
union by supporting such educational reforms as merit pay
and teacher testing. He said
each candidate should be
asked: "On which issues will
you stand with the NEA, and
on which will you stand with
the American people?" A fair
question, given the nation's
largest teacher's union also is
the largest obstacle to educational reform.
The NEA opposes paying
exceptional teachers salary
premiums, insisting that a
salary differential would be
abused by arbitrary administrators and school boards. In
truth. the union is terrified
that merit pay would erode
its authority to negotiate
lock-step salary increases for
the good. the bad and the apathetic Such authority is es-

sential, of course, for the
union to justify its existence
to the membership.
Although the NEA endorsed teacher-competency
tests two years ago, it did so
gingerly after the rival
American Federation of
Teachers embraced the reform. Even so, NEA President Mary Hatwood Futrell
complains the tests are unfair
because a disproportionate
percentage of minority teachers fail them. Never mind
that all children — particularly minority children —
need to be protected against
inferior teachers of all colors.
Futrell would toss out minimum-competency tests.
Bennett also reminded his
audience that the NEA is out
of step with most of its members. Public-opinion surveys
show that most teachers
favor merit pay. competency
tests and reforms that would
make it easier to get rid of
incompetent classroom instructors. Actually, exit polls
disclosed that many union
dissidents cast their ballots
for Ronald Reagan in 1980
and 1984, despite the millions
of dollars in union dues the
NEA spent to defeat him.
There is a moral to Bennetts message. But we doubt
that the seven Democratic
dwarfs will heed it because
they're ,00 busy lusting after
the NEA's endorsement and
the lucre to be gained therefrom.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Test score doesn't add up
I've always been hooked by the
self-analysis tests that frequently
appear in the features pages of
newspapers and magazines.
The questions have multiplechoice answers, and each answer
has a different value in points. You
add up the points and determine the
kind of shape you are in.
For instance, the question in a
test on drinking might go:
Q. Do you usually drink:
1a ) Only at parties? 1 pointl
fbI Only a nip after work? 2
points)
( c ) A pint before breakfast? (3
points)
Or, if it is about your mental
state, a question might be:
Q. Do you spend a lot of time:
(a) Worrying about bills? ( 1 point)
( b ) Thinking you are getting old
too fast? (2 points)
) Sitting in a dark closet by
yourself, whimpering and wringing
your hands" 1% points

The various tests tell you if you
are likely to have a heart attack, if
you have a drab personality, if you
are on the verge of a marital
breakup, and just anything else
that might be of interest.
The idea is that a bad score
should warn you to change some of
your habits.
I've taken them all. And, on the
basis of the results, I have
discovered I died sometime in 1968,
that I'm confined to a padded cell,
that everybody I know hates me,or
should, and that I'm very happy.
But I haven't changed any of my
habits. Why push my luck?
Not long ago, a new test appeared in a column by Ann
Landers. It consisted of questions
about boozing and dr9gs and sex,
and getting drunk and arrested,
and getting young girls in trouble
and all sorts of fascinating stuff.
The trouble was it was designed
fgr teen-agers, to determine

whether they were goody-goodies
(0 to 21 points ). normal 22 to 35
points), or depraved and dissipated
( 36 points and up).
Although I am no longer a teenager, at least most of the time. I
decided to take the test anyway.
My answers were based on the
things I had done through my 19th
year. Since drugs weren't widely
used then, I substitued liquor in
questions that dealt with them.
Answering the questions was a
real nostalgia trip. Several items,
I had to sit back and chuckle at
memories of what it was like when
I was fondly known in my
neighborhood as "the wolfman,"
"the creep," and "stay away from
my sister, you!"
Then I added up the total points.
And I couldn't believe the results.
I had scored 19. Nineteen? Even
Jack Armstrong or Andy Hardy
would have had higher scores than
that.

1
DON'T
KNOW.

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR Nk ENDELL FORD
seen!, Si.•shiegtoo. OA
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HELPING SMALL BUSINESSES COMPETE
FOR GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
Our enormous trade deficit has sparked an effort to rekindle the
entrepreneurial spirit and make American business and industry more
compel ills on world markets.
In the pris ate sector, we has e seen 'noses to put more emphasis
on product deselopment and create more of a team spirit among
management and labor. AIan y of us in,Congress are pressing for a trade
bill to counteract untair'irade,prActices in mans parts of the world.
Ten years ago
social sorority at Murray State
The Rev. Paul Dailey will be
But we often 0\ erlook one of the more obsious ways of building
Over 23,000 tax bills, worth just University.
speaker at a revival at Dexter
markets for some of our commercial enterprises, especially our small
over $1.6 million have been mailed
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray will Baptist Church, Sept. 23-29.
businesses. ‘1e has en't done enough to encourage these enterprises to
to residents of Murray and preside as president of Kentucky
Forty years ago
capture their share of the business offered by their own government.
Calloway County by office of Federation of Women's Clubs at a
Dr.
R.M.
Mason won high
Our federal gos ernment is the world's largest customer, buying
Calloway County Sheriff.
three-day
honors
meeting
by
exhibiting
at
the Junior,
Ken
Bar
Inn,
more than S[82 billion worth of goods and sers ices a year. Nluch of
Willard
pharrnaeist_at Gilbertsville, Sept. 24-27.
Senior and Grand Champion
this business does go to small and Medium-sued domestic companies. Murray -Calloway
County
females and winners in Junior Get
Thirty years ago
But too many grassroots; enterprises, -- the backbone of our economs
Hospital, 1,v11 be guest lecturer at
Standard Oil of California has of Sire Class in Open Jersey Show
in Kentucks and the rest of the nation -- still are being crowded out
Lectureship Series at Harding Col- reached a depth of 3,465 feet in
at Calloway County Fair.
of federal markets by conglomerates and foreign competitors.
lege, Searcy, Ark.
drilling for oil on the farm of Pearl
Murray High School Tigers
c has c tried to osercome this problem with a number of proDeborah McMillen and James Cherry on Coldwater Road, downed Butler High School of
grams, including conferences aimed at helping small Husinesses deal Pasco were married in August at Murray.
Princeton 12 to 0 in a football
Vk it h a seemingly inaccessible federal bureacracy and a mate of rules
First Christian Church.
The Soil Bank program will be. game there.
and regulations goscr ruing federal purchases.
Mrs. Howard Keller talked explained along with other ASC
A newsreel concerning the
helpfus
as these programs has e been, we still aren't introduc- about her native homeland, Ger- programs at a meeting at crowning of Barbara Jo Walker as
inx enough small businesses to gosernment opportunities. Fortunately, many, at a meeting of Delta
McGee's Store at Penny on Sept. Miss America of 1947 has been
our Gos aliment Printing Office has taken a step in the right direction
Department of Murray Woman's 23 at 7:30 p.m.
showing the past week at the Varby issuing a list of sers helpful sources of information for anyone in- Club.
sity Theater. Miss Walker of
Sandra Hamrick was installed
terested in doing business with the gm CrIlMent.
Twenty years ago
as worthy advisor of Murray
Memphis, Tenn., lived here until
Tommy Carroll opened his new
Although this information was intended for distribution hs federal
Assembly No. 19 Order of the ,she was 11 years'of age.
agencies. I beliese that it should he put in the hands of as mans. Ken- Volkswagen dealershi• esterday
Harold Oglesby is chief of the
Rainbow for Girls at a meeting on
tucky business operator: as possible. As a result, we are making copies on Chestnut Street. ictur g buyMurray Fire Department.
Sept. 17 at Masonic Temple.
of this free brochure as ailable to anyone who SkOlild like to.contact ing the first Vo116wagen from
Carroll are the Will D. Thi ton
my offices in I outs% ille, I C 14;1011, Cos ingion or 05% enshoro.
family
and Tom Rushing.
The brochure -- "Books About Selling to the U.S. Gosernment" -Kathy Converse has been named
contains in4ormat ion about federal Business Sers ice Centers, the Small
By Ken Wolf
Business Administration and othei sus ices. And it points tvusinesses as homecoming football queen at
Few men would deny the truth of
He will think of life in terms
Murray High School. Her atten- these words written by the classical
to a wide range of official publications -- some to help businesses get
of quality, not quantity.
Roman philosopher Seneca:
a start in dealing with the gosernmeni and others to assist inure es- dants are Kay Beaman, Debbie
Yet, while few of -us would deny
Living is not the good, but livthe wisdom of Seneca's remark,
perienced contractors in interpreting the most detailed federal regu- Brandon and Debbie Edmonds.
Jane Belote, Kay Pinkley and
ing well. The wise man
how many of us in this materialistic
lations-.
Susan
Tesseneer, all of Murray,
therefore lives as long as he
age can say that we live as if they
Reports on ‘Shich federal agencies are buying which products, a
are pledges of Alpha Omicron Pi
should, not as long as he can.
were true?
list of gosernment specialists dealing with small and disadsantaged busi
(WSW's, directories or contractors who might need subcontractors in
defense work and other fields and mans other publications are offered
at various prices, some of them nominal.
Small businesses are one of our greatest assets in this period of
world-wide competition and economic difficult \ . And I am cons inced
is offering a training program
that they need and deserse illof the help -- large and small -- that we
1 2 weeks) to give you
can possibly gis t. them,
(only 3/
o

Looking Back

I figured something was wrong
with the test, so I asked a friend of
mine, who is about my age, to take
it. He is a rather straight sort, who
came from a decent neighborhood,
and spent much of his youth
reading books, playing Ping-Pong,
and working on a Junior Achievement project.
He got 35 points, putting him on
the edge of dissipation. he smiled
and said: "Someday. I'll tell you
about the girl next door."
So I asked a woman in her 30s to
take the test. She is a proper sort
who attended parochial schools and
I've never known her to swear, spit
or kick children. And she got 32
points.
"You want to tell me about the
boy next door?" I asked. She just
winked.
It made no sense and left me feeling depressed. Me a goody-goody?
It was impossible. In every
neighborhood, there is a youth who
is so dangerous an influence that all
the parents tell their kids that they
can't associate with him.
Well, I was so dangerous an influence that my own brother wasn't
permitted to associate with me.
Respectable girls blushed in my
presence. In a survey taken by
adult
reprobates
in
the
neighborhood, I was voted Rookie
of the Year.
I've had that test in my wallet for
days now. Every so often. I take it
out, take the test again, and the
results are always the same.
So I have to face it and be honest
with myself. I just wasn't the young
man I thought I was. Just as that
youthful home run wasn't as long
as we remember, that touch down
run as spectacular, that winning
basket from as far out—my evil
acts weren't as loathsome as I prided myself upon.
In brushing away the webs of
time, I now realize that I sincerely
wanted to do all of those things. Me
and Slats Grobnik used to spend
hours planning, anticipating,
slobbering.
But nobody would co-operate.
Bartenders said: "Take off the
false moustache, punk, you ain't no
midget.- And girls said: "Try it
again, goof, and my brother will
maim you."
I've since taken the test one more
time. And my answers were based
on what I would have done if I had
been given any cooperation. Boy,
oh boy, oh boy!
My score was 92. Even Mr. Hyde
couldn't have done any better in
London fog.
I feel good again. Maybe I didn't
do anything terrible. But at least
my intentions were bad.
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new or updated skills for
today's Job Market.
*Cashier *Motivation
*Employability Skills
*Selling Yourself
Plus: Free Job Placement.
Open to everyone 18 years & older regardless
of education or income
Pre-registration: Sept. 23, 24, 25
Call for information
Skip Rogers 759-9322 6-9 p.m.
Of
Wacy Harrington 753-8745 6-9 p.m.
Class begins September 28th

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street

Rev. Cloys Bruce,
Evangelist
Pastor of New Bethel Baptist
Church in Marshall County
Service: Sunday, Sept. 20th

Rev. Cloys Bruce

6 p.m.
Mon., 21st-Fri., 25th
7:30 p.m.

Church Vans Will Run For All Services
Nursery Available each service
R J. Burpoe, pastor
•

t
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Corning community events are listed
Monday,Sept. 21
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
---Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Masonic Temple.
- --Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
meet at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce building.
---Prospective Member Night will
be from 7 to 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
---Purchase Area Development
District Board of Directors will
meet at 5 p.m. at board office at
Mayfield.
-—
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a home prayer meeting for
revival at 7 p.m. at home of Jim
and Murdena Simmons.
---Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
---Friendship Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women
will met at 7 p.m. with B.
Robertson.
Thesday,Sept.22
East Calloway Elementary
School PTA will have open house
at 6:30 p.m. at school.
---Training for Spouse Abuse
Volunteers will be at 7 p.m. in annex of Calloway Public Library.

e
t:104z 753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

iNkft

7:111

Tuesday,Sept. 22
Murray Art Guild is scheduled
to have a business meeting at 10
a.m. at the guild, 103 North Sixth
St.

Tuesday.Sept. 22
United Methodist Church,
Highway 121 South at Cherry
Corner.

Ii

Singles of Seventh and Poplar

Murray Lions Club will have its
Ladies' Night at Good Shepherd

(Cont'd on page 5)

Oaks Country Club women
plan golf and bridge events
Ladies=---eltry—events --at- OaksCountry Club will be Wednesday.
Sept. 23.
Bridge with Shirley Martin.
phone 753-6992, as hostess is
scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
A golf team scramble will start
at 9 a.m. with Mary Wells, phone
753-7923. as hostess. Persons not
listed by call Mrs. Wells or come
and be paired at the tee.
The golf..teams are as follows:
Tee 2 - Ada Roberts, Sue Stone.
Mary Wells and Mary C. Lamb:
Tee 3 - Sue Wells. Linda Oliver.
Mary Alice Garner and Bobbie
Burks:
Tee 4 - Vickie Oliver, Shirley
Wade and Erma Tuck;

Tee 5 - Laura Parker. Linda
Roach and Isabelle Parks;
Tee 6 - Irene Woods, Melva
Hatcher and Burlene Brewer:
Tee 7 - Hazel Beale, Bronda
Parker and Marge Foster.
Winners from golf play on Sept.
16 have been released by Peggy
Noel, hostess. as follows:
First place team - Ada Sue
Roberts, Sue Stone. Marge Foster
and Mary Alice Garner:
Second place team - Vickie
Oliver, Shirley Wade, Bronda
Parker and Hazel Beale:
Third place team - won on
count back - Burlene Brewer,
Linda Oliver, Erma Tuck and
Sallyanne Sawyer.

Murray Country Club women
will play golf on Wednesday
The women of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday:
Sept. 23. at 9rn
f,... at the club.
Those dest ,'ng to play who are
not listed int e line-up may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostess
will be Rebecca Irvan..
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Toni Hopson. Cathryn
Garrott, Betty Scott and LUla
Bingham;
Tee 1,1 - Betty Lowry, Betty
Stewart. Madelyn Lamb and Anna
Mary Adams;
Tee 2 - Jerlene Sullivan,
Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones and
Inus Orr;
Tee 3 - Mary Frances Bell,
Louise Lamb, Jane Fitch and Norma Frank;
Tee 4 - Martha Sue Ryan, Nancy Haverstock. Billie Cohoon and

Peggy Shoemaker;
Tee 5 - Frances Richey. Tonya
Fike, Gayle Foster....and Dana
Stonecipher;
Tee 6 - LaVenie Ryan, Patty
Claypool. Martha Enix and
Marion Poole:
Tee 7 - Janet Fitch. Janet
Wallis, Marie Nance and Kathy
Rayburn.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday. Sept. 16. have been announced by Nancy Haverstock, hostess.
as follows:
Medalist - Mary Bogard;
First flight - Betty Lowry, first.
Toni Hopson. second:
Second flight - Lula Bingham,
first, Betty Scott. second;
Third flight - Mary F. Bell,
first, Jane Fitch, second:
Fourth flight - Gayle Foster.

EAGLE PROJECT - Kelly Prescott, center, explains the lay-out of a
"Scent Garden" he has proposed to con
struct on the grounds of Calloway County Public library as his Eagle
Scout project. with him are O.B. Boone.
scoutmaster for Troop 77, seated left, and Tom Northrop, assistant scoutmas
ter, seated right. Standing, from
left, are Wanda Kimbro, library technician. Elsie Parker, libnir) trustee
and board member, and Gem
Reed, library reference librarian. Kelly has stated his plans include
des elopment of an aromatic and textured
garden area that wW be particularly interesting to the visually impaired
, older adults and those who are han
dicapped in any way. The site chosen for the project is on the west
side of the main librar building.

DATEBOOK
Blood River holding rcvival
Blood River Baptist Church islolding its fall revival this week with
the Rev. Mike Littrell, pastor of New Zion Baptist Church in Marshall
County, as evangelist. Services will be at 7 p m . Monday through Friday. Special music will be presented nightly by the church choir.
individual choir members and guests, according to Clint Lester,
director
of music for the church. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy. pastor. invites
the
public to attend the services at the church. iocated on Highway 444
approximately six miles from New Concord.

Jonathan Lynn Hill horn
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The FAT BOYS are...
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BEGINS RESIDENCY - Sam K.
Kelley is a recent graduate of the
University of Louisville School of
•
• 'Medicine. He is a graduate of Mur.
•
• 'ray High School and received his
•
• B.S. and Master's degrees at Mur•
• ray State University. He received
4Pokatm9 expekteace• the Liza Spann Scholarship from
•
• Murray State and the Duke of
▪ Cyncli S Cohoon BS MA
•
Jean S Hurt, BS MA •
753-2351
• Paducah award. Kelley is a
753-2356
••111•
•*****Il•II•le•MI•
•
•II•
member of Beta Beta Beta
•
•
•toili••••••OOOOO•••••••••••••
Biological Honor Society and the
Sigma XI Scientific Research
A PROFESSIONAL
Society. Dr. Kelley is the son of the
diaitcuts,etc.
Late Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelley of
Dixieland Center
753-6745
Murray and the brother of Dr. Ron
No Appointment EVER, Just Walk In.
Kelley
of the Kelley Psychiatric
CAN CHANGE YOUR LOOK.N'OUR
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 P M
ATTITUDE.. AND MAYBE YOUR LIFE
Clinic of Paducah. Sam has begun
his residency training in
psychiat
ry at Tufts New England
PERM OR BODY WAVE
$ 32 50
Medical Center, Boston, Mass.
(includes)
•

•

753-3314

1006 CHESTNUT
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\--Cut and Style
Clearifier Shampoo
Clearifier Treatment
Reconstructor
Conditioner

NEW ARRIVALS
MannaquIn•Hoosiers
Some Kind Of
Wonelarful
Elurglw. An Amarican
Tall
Men..Saf. II oat,10 p.m.; fun. I p.m. IOp.o

MMUS:
lag&
Cheri Theatre Lobby

with a SCRUPLES PERM thru October 17,
you will receive an 11 oz. EFFECTS STYLING
SPRAY a $6.00 value FREE

ScnUpLE.s

•,Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less
0

•

Wal-Marl Sells for Less

rn

we We Orel, Scopus •••,0:50...a ,ac.

•

Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for

3.00 OFF

•
•

Marlene Dietrich 's
jewelry will he sold
GENEVA (AP - Jewelry collected by film legend Marlene
Dietrich will be put on sale this fall
with a historic art nouveau
bracelet as the main attraction,
Christie's auctioneers announced.
The snake bracelet, designed in
1899, is expected to fetch more
than $500,000 at the Nov. 12 auction, Christie's spokeswoman Cornelia Froehlich said.

c.4t

.2'

•
•

13 Color Portraits

•

1-8x10, 2-5x7's, 10-Wallets

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Hill of Murray are the parents of a son. Jonathan
Lynn. weighing eight pounds 14 ounces. measuring 201,2 inches. born on
Friday, Sept. 11, at 8:29 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The
mother, the former Kim Watson of Ft. Valley. Ga , is on leave
from
Briggs Br Stratton. The father is employed at Gary's Murray Upholstery
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Linard Hill and Mr and Mrs. Don
.Lynch, all of Almo. Mr. and Mrs. Ron Daniels of Farmington. and Mr.
and Mrs. David Watson of Fort Valley, Ga. Great-grandparents Are
Mrs. Autumn Hill of Almo, Mrs. Izella Gamble of Benton, Mr arid Mr•
J.W. Britt and Mrs. Ruth Watson. all of Fort Valley, Ga.

Lauren Michelle

aught) born

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Vaughn of Rt. I. Box 114, Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Lauren Michelle.. weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 201.4 inches, born on Saturday, Sept. 12. at 4-47 p in
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one son, Darren C The
mother is the former Belinda Clinard. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Clinard of Rt. 3, Fulton, Harold Vaughn of Murray and Mrs
JoAnne Jones of Herrin, Ill

.Heather Nicole Houghton horn
Mr and Mrs. Bob Houghton ot Rt. 3. Box 113, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Heather Nicole, weighing nine pounds three ounces.
measuring 2014 inches, born on Saturday. Sept. 12, at 12:33 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Melissa
Dunn. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn of 311 North 12th
St., Murray. and Mr. and Mrs. William Houghton of Rt. 3. Box 110, Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Starks, Rt. 8. Murray,
Mrs. Mary Houghton and the late John Houghton of Philadelphia. l'a .
Burley Kirks and the late Mrs. Maggie Kirks and the late Mr. and Mrs
Louie Dunn, all of Murray.

Adolescent workshop Tuesday
A workshop for parents of adolescents will start Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Meetings will be on Sept. 22 and 29 and
Oct. 6 from 7 to 8:15 p.m. and are being sponsored jointly by Murray
State University Corrimunity Education Program and the library.
Parents ill have an opportunity to share ideas with other parents, to
develoOp understandings of the period of adolescence and to develop attitudes and skills which will enhance their skills as parents, according to
Dr. Chuck Hulick, assistant professor of educational psychology at
MSU, who will conduct the workshop. Dr. Hulick teaches adolescent
development and is chairman of Murray Board of Parents Anonymous.
Registration will be from 6:30 to 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 22. at the
library. The cost will be $10 for one or both parents for the three sessions. For information call 762-3115.

ONLY

$6.95

Plus a 956 Sitting Fee

(Reg. $9.95)

Advertised specials include traditional poses only Limit
one
special package per subrect Black and white backgrou
nds
and special effects portraits NOT available in
advertised
package NOT valid with any other offer ALL AGES
WELCOME
FAMILIES AND GROUPS S1 50 EXTRA PER PERSON POSES
OUR
SELECTION

WAL-MART
..,er •c ar ,

•

IIEl 101 EllES MEW -ISM •

$2"

SHOOTING DAYS/DATES:
Thursday-Monday
Sept. 24 - Sept. 28

Special Good Sept. 21-26

T.41's

Daily 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 - 5 p.m.

.:...

'
WE KEEP AIMEIPICA

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

PODTOGRAPHER HOURS:

s
I

fitireasp- eseor

SMILING

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

PRESENT THIS AD TO PHOTOGRAPHER

lam • 'sal

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
101 SUSS

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake
Special — Tues, Wed & Thurs, Sept 22-24

4 Pc. Broasted Chicken Dinner

$299

Reg $3 95 - /
1
2 Chicken
Regular Order Only
Comes with $law, Potatoes
Rolls & Honey

Hours: Sun., Tues., Wed., Thurs. 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m., Closed Mon.
get"
Located 15 miles South of Murray

•
•
..04101
436-5496
•aser"-,
4P#0,
:
4.4,10
0
:401k0P7
fle0
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/ By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom's Mad Her Kids Rank
No. 3 in Grandma's Heart
DEAR ABBY: Our son is 3 years
old. Our daughter is 5. My parents
live one hour away — by car. I
recently phoned and asked them to
come and stay with their grandchildren for a weekend while we
attend a convention in another city.
My mother immediately checked
to see if the dates (two months
away) were on their "RV group"
weekend. Since we so rarely ask
them to baby-sit our children, and
the children love "Nini and Papa"
so much, I was hurt, and wrote and
told them so.
Mother wrote back, listing her
priorities as follows: (I) Her job.
(She sells real estate.) (2) Her
favorite activity.(Taking RV group
trips with her husband, who is
retired.)(3) Her grandchildren.
Needless to say, I engaged a baby
sitter. My parents are now saying
that we should understand their
need for freedom. Abby, they have
stayed with our children pvernight
only once in a year and a half, when
we delivered the kids — never have
they driven to our home to baby-sit
for the evening.
We have decided never again to
ask them for anything. Are we right
or wrong to feel as we do? •
THIRD PLACE HUT NO SHOW
DEAR THIRD PLA(7E: You
are wrong. Some grandparents
consider it a privilege and a joy
to baby-sit their grandchildren.
Others do not. No matter how
much the grandparents "love"
their grandchildren, caring for
them for a day, or a weekend,
can be very tiring. Your parents
have let you know that they are
not available as sitters. It's
their right. Your resentment is
unjustified and unbecoming.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: In response to your
fidelity survey: My husband of six
years told me a year ago that he had
been .unfaithful "once.- I was
devastated, and decided to "get
even" with him. so I had a four time
affair with another man.
I told mY husband about my
affair some months later, and he

Was not the least bit jealous. He
hardly reacted at all — as though he
didn't care. I had expected him to
harp on me about it like I still harp
on —. Let me tell you, Abby, his
lack of jealousy hurt me as much as
when I learned about his onenighter.
Why didn't he react to my affair
like I reacted to his? Does this show
a lack of love for me on his part —
or a lack of security on my part?
FURIOUS IN MINNEAPOLIS

DEAR FURIOUS: I don't
know the reason for your husband's reaction, but it's entirely
possible that he doesn't value
fidelity as much as you. Not all
men (or women) are fiercely
possessive of the one they love,
but women have a tendency to
be more possessive than men:
However, generalizations are
dangerous. Especially this one.
•"
•••

DEAR RBY: "Mrs. Couch Potato" complains because her husband stays up half the night
watching reruns and old movies on
TV — then he comes to bed at 2 or
3 a m. wanting to be "romantic."
You suggested that she talk it over
with him while they're both wide
awske.
It won't work. Talk is cheap. She
needs action I know a woman
whose husband watches everything
on TV continuously, including
commercials. They have no time for
romance at all. She said that
although her husband loves CBS'
'60 Minutes- more than sex, he
detests the silly comments by Andy
Rooney at the end of the program.
SO they have agreed to make love
every Sunday during the last 30
seconds with Andy Rooney.
TtiE ORIENTAL WISE GUY
• ••

1For Abby's booklet, -Hov. to Have a
Lovely Wedding,- send a check or
money order for $2.50 and a long,
stamped i:19 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Boa 447, Mount Morris.
III. ti I 054.1

Big John's store sold
Sikeston, Mo., cpusinessman
Kenneth Story has acquired the
Big John's in Murray and
Paducah grocer Wes DaviA has acquired the Big John's at Reidland.
a Malone and Hyde executive
said
Malone and Hyde, a wholesale
grocery company based in Memphis, bought those two stores, the
.Excel. store at the Paducah Off.
Price Mall, and three stores in
Tennessee and two in Missouri
from Martin and Bayley of Carmi.
Ill.. according to Jerry Vander

Tuesday:, Sept. 22
trum imiej)
Tuesday, Sept. 22
Church of Christ will have a
Murray State University Lady
potluck meal at 6:30 p.m. at 602 Racer volleyball team will play
Poplar St.. Murray.
Arkansas State at 5 p.m. and UT
Martin at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.
————
Christian Women's Fellowship Admission is free.
of First Christian Church will have
————
a salad potluck at 6:30 p.m. at
Faculty Showcase Recital will
church.
be at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Campus Ministry will meet at Murray State University. Admis1:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian sion is free.
Church.
————
A concert by Georgia Satellites
Dorcas Sunday School Class of will begin at 8 p.m. in Lovett
First Baptist Church will meet at Auditorium, Murray State Univer8:15 a.m.
sity. Admission is $9 for students
————
and $10 for others.
Senior Adult Fellowship of First
————
Baptist Church will meet at 12
Senior citizens' activities will be
noon in Fellowship Hall.
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Mothers' Morning Out will be at Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
9 a.m. at First United Methodist p.m. at Ellis Center.
Church.
————
————
Events in Land Between the
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Baptist Church WMU will meet at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
2 p.m.
Homeplace-1850.
————
Workshop for parents of
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m. adolescents will start at 7 p.m. at
at Calloway County Health Center. Calloway Public Library.
Registration will be at 6:30 p.m.
————
New Concord Area Ladies' Bible For information call 762-3115.
Class will meet at 1 p.m. For inforMurray Branch of American
mation call 436-2231, 436-2518 or
Association of University Women
436-2516.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. for a salad
————
Counseling and Testing Center supper at home of Dr. Marian
at Murray State University will Fuller, Sherwood Forrest.
have an AIDS Seminar from 2 to 5
Wednesday,Sept. 23
p-m. in Mason Hall Nursing
Women of Murray Country Club
Building. For information call
will play golf at 9 a.m. at the club.
762-6856.
————
————
Ladies' day events at Murray
Events at Calloway Publfc
Country Club will include golf at 9
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours a.m. and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
at 10:30 a.m., 3:30 p.m. and 6:30
Hazel and Willis Centers wIl be
p.m.
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Calloway County Adult Basic
————
Education Classes will meet at 6
Free government commodities
p.m. at Calloway County High
will be distributed from 9 a.m. to
School.
3:30 p.m. at County Road Depart————
ment, East Sycamore Street.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County' Hospital will be
————
Events at Calloway Public
at Wing° from 9 to 11 a.m., at
Library will include Parents and
Sedalia from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. and
at North Stewart Elementary, Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Dover, Tenn., from 5 to 9 p.m.
————
Health Express of MurrayCancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor education
unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Murray High School Soccer
Team will host Marshall County at
4 p.m.

Brook, president of Malone and
Hyde's Sikeston division.
Malone and Hyde resold the two
Big John's.
Vander Brook said Story
operates Safeway 'stores in
western Kentucky and Piggly
gly outlets in Sikeston. He said it
was uncertain if either of the Big
John's would become a Piggly
Wiggly.

Wednesday,Sept. 23
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Post Office at Buchanan, Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at New Providence Church of Christ from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
glaucoma and vision will be
tested.
Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
University of Southern Indiana at
7 p.m. in Racer Arena. Admission
is free.
Mid-week Bible Study, busness
meeting, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends will meet at 7 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m., Bethel Bible Class at 6:30
p.m. and Chancel Choir at 7:30
p.m.
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NEW YORK (API — The
Reagan administration will oppose a bill that would prohibit
discrimination against people infected with the AIDS virus, leaving it up to states to decide the
question, a newspaper reported
today.
Dr. Otis R. Bowen, secretary of
Health and Human Services, was
to announce the decision today in
testimony before a congressional
subcommittee chaired by the bill's
sponsor. Rep. Henry Waxman,
The New York Times reported.
According to prepared
testimony, Bowen planned to urge
Congress to "defer action_ on
specific proposals for new
substantive rights or new enforcement procedures" aimed at protecting people infected with the
AIDS virus, the newspaper said.
HHS spokesman Campbll
Gardette confirmed Bowen would
discuss AIDS and discrimination,
among other subjects, but said he
had no details.
"He'll talk about what is being
done now and what protections
(against discrimination) exist,"
Gardette said Sunday night.
"The department is anxious to
prevent discrimination against
AIDS patients," he said. "There's
more than one way to go about it.
... But'I don't think this position is
anything new."
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Spigot
Card suit
Plot of land
Guido s high
note
Turkic
tribesman
Solemn
wonder
Come on the
scene
Finueriess
glove
Linkletter
and Carney
Neon symbol
Let it stand
Island in
Aegean Sea
Small amount
Audience
Tried
Printers
measure
Former boxer
Large tub
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New church

With steeple in place, the University Church of Christ held its first ser
vices Sept. 13 at its new location on U.S. 641 north, near Roy Stewart
Stadium. The church was formerly 1ocated on North 15th Street, across
from Sparks Hall at Murray State University".

FOR SALE

University Church of Christ Property
Murray, Ky.
Church relocating to new site at Hwy. 641' and
Hwy. 121 N. Possession with deed.
PURDOM MOTORS
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57 Joan Van 58 "War and
60 Electrified
particle
61 Tiny
62 Doctrine
63 Seed
container
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24'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

37 Nickel
symbol
38 Revealed
41 The sun
42 Narrow
opening
43 Neither
44 Father
45 Stamp of
approval
47 Notre 49 Coupled
53 "Eye of the

4

3

Events in Land Between th.
Lakes will incude Basketmakin.
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.n.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 an.
and 1 : 3 0 p.m. at Tht
Homeplace-1850; Skr.valk at
p.m. at Golden Pond Visit°
Center.

Events at First Baptist Church

100'

Reagan
Administration
to oppose rights
bill on AIDs

will include Bible Study at 10 a m
prayer meeting, youth fellowship
and children's choirs at 6:30 p.n.
and Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will includk!
Covenant Prayer Group at iu
a.m , Wesley luncheon at 11:34,i
a.m., Youth Club at 5 p.m. aria
Council on Ministries at 7:15 p.m
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Joyful Sound-,
at 6:15 p.m., and prayer meetin
youth Bible study and GAs
p.m.

jr)

Murray High School FBLA
Chapter will have installation of
officers at 6:30 p.m. in school
cafeteria.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Wednesday, Sept. 23

54

55

56

°UU
63

UU

,C 1987 United Feature Syndicate

10 Female sheep
11 Lair
16 Corrode
18 Lure
20 Drunkard
22 Sows
23 Dravidian
24 Teutonic
deity
26 Partition
28 That thing
29 Choir voice
30 Roman
official
32 " My
Children'
33 Insane
35 Performer
39 Therefore
40 Turf
41 Yes, to Juan
44 Diocese
46 Retained
48 Encounter
49 Animal's foot
50 Metric
measure
51 DDE
52 Ruby or
Sandra
54 Plunge
55 Game at
cards
56 Terminate
.59 Article

ANNEX

PARKING

75

53'
15TH STREET
MURRAY STATE
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

Main Building is 89x58'6" — has full basement
full main floor
Partial 3rd floor

5104 sq. ft.
5104 sq. ft.
1904 sq. ft.

12,112 sq. ft.
All Figures Are Approximate
(Main floor is designed to support a full 3rd floor which would allow
3 levels for a total of 15,000+ sq. ft.)
Educational Annex Building — 90'x48' — 2 floors of
There is paved
parking for 90
automobiles at
present

By deeds a
total area
of 62,750 sq ft
(1.4-4 acres)

4200 sq. ft.
4200 sq. ft.

8400 sq. ft.

Main building in good condition; Annex fair; both have heat & air and
bathroom facilities, both are accessible by handicapped.
Call Guy Spann at 753-2587, the church office
or your favorite realtor.
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Turnovers haunt Racers

Mahoney can't believe eyes
in 21-17 loss to Hilhoppers
ey CL41' WALKER

on 14 carries.
Sports Editor
The Hilltoppers kept close, however,
Heading into the locker room with a 17-3
with a 23-yard field goal from Dan Maher
halftirne lead, Racer coach Mike Mahoney
with just over a minute left in the first
had good reason to be confident. After a
period.
second-half breakdoirn, however, Murray
The Racers then exploded on offense,
left Western Kentucky with a 21-17 loss and
scoring 10 second-quarter points. The first
a 2-1 record. Mahoney left in disbelief.
scoring drive of the period consumed 35
•'We're a better football team. I don't
yards and 5:37 of the clock before Paul
care what they say," Mahoney said. ''I'd
Hickert booted a 47-yard field goal.
play them again tomorrow night."
After the Racer defense stymied
Mahoney didn't get the rematch,
Western, sophomore quarterback Michael
however, and won't until 1991 when the
Proctor hit tight end Derrick Fencher on a
rivalry is renewed. Scheduling conflicts
four-yard pass giving the Racers their
have suspended the series for the next
14-point halftime cushion.
three years.
The Racers generated little offense in the
The Hilltopper comeback was built on a
second half, however, and turned the ball
few Racer mistakes and a great deal of Joe
over twice. The first fumble, a mishandled
Arnold's rushing.
punt by MS1.:'s hero in last year's *10 tie,
Western's 5-11, 187 pound junior carried
Tim Broady, resulted in a Western
the ball 20 times for 94 yards and the winntouchdown as Pete Mangold ended a
ing touchdown with 13:21 remaining in the
13-yard drive with a two-run score.
contest.
Ironically, it was Broady's special teams
Murray State opened the scoring with a
work that secured last year's tie when he
63-yard scoring drive, climaxed by an
blocked a last-second WKI.' field-goal
eight-yard Willie Cannon touchdown run.
attempt.
Cannon finished the first night game ever
The MSC offense could generate only 95
played at L.T. Smith Stadium with 71 yards (Cont'd on page 7)

Murray State's Willie Cannon breaks free for a touchdown
against Western Kentucky University Saturday night. Cannon's

OVC round-up

rushed the ball 14 times for 71 yards, but the Racers
still drop
ped to 2-1, falling 21 17

SEC

Conference has shaky week
By SKIP LATT
AP Sports Writer
It was not the best of weekends
for the Ohio Valley Conference as
a 21-yard field goal by Eastern
Kentucky's James Campbell with
64 seconds left against Marshall
was the only play standing between league members and a
winless effort at the hands of outside competition.
Campbell's field goal brought
the Colonels a 37-34 victory over
the Thundering Herd.
Elsewhere. OVC members had
their problems as Middle Tennessee dropped a 17-13 decision to
defending NCAA Division I-AA national champion Georgia
Southern, Murray State fell to
Western Kentucky 21-17, Abilene
Christian stopped Tennessee Tech
40-31, Austin Peay was defeated
10-3 by Southern Illinois and
Morehead State was swamped
44-10 by James Madison.
Eastern Kentucky had to overcome a 34-17 deficit in the fourth
quarter for the league to avoid a
shutout on Saturday.
Elroy Harris, who rushed for 175
yards'andthree touchdowns,
scored on a pair of 1-yard plunges
in the final quarter and Campbell
kicked two field goals.
Campbell tied the game 34-34
with a 30-yard field goal late in the

'Barna gets rude •awa
kening
_,;

quarter before coming on the boot
the game-winner after a the Colonel offense stalled at the Mar
shall 4-yard line.
The victory allowed Eastern
Kentucky, 1-1, to avoid the
school's first 0-2 start since 1964.
Middle Tennessee. now 1i-1, had
Georgia Southern on the ropes until the final 30 seconds when the
Eagles' Joe Ross swept his own
left end from 3 yards out to push
the defending I-AA champions into
the lead.
Georgia Southern took a 10-6
lead in the third quarter on a
4-yard run by Frank Johnson, but
the. Blue Raiders bounced back
later in the period to lead 13-10
when Marvin Collier connected
with tailback Gerald Anderson for
a 24-yard scoring pass.
Stan Stephens passed for 313
yards and one touchdown and
Gerald Todd ran for 136 yards and
three touchdowns as Abilene
Christian outscored Tennessee
Tech, 1-1.
Quarterback Patrick Pope led
Tennessee Tech as he threw for
232 yards and had scoring passes
of 62 yards to Kenneth Gilstrap
and 38 yards to Terry Goodloe.
Southern Illinois halfback Byron
Mitchell scored from 17 yards out
with 1:20 left in the game to lift thr
Salukies over Austin Peay, 1-2

DON'T
FRET

By ED SHEARER
.4P Sports Writer
Alabama had jumped into the
national spotlight after knocking
off defending national champion
Penn State. but the 11th-ranked
Crimson Tide got a rude awakening in its Southeastern Conference
opener. administered by a
freshman in his first college start.
Emmitt Smith, one of the nation's most sought high school
stars last year: broke Florida's
57-year-o1c1 single-game rushing
record with 224 yards and two
touchdowns Saturday as the
Gators upset the Tide 23-14.
"He was truly a great player today," Florida Coach Galen Hall
said of Smith. "I hope he has
many more like this."
"It's hard to believe he is just a
freshman," Alabama defensive,
tackle Tommy Cole said. "He impressed me a lot."
Smith's effort in the nationally
televised afternoon contest
highlighted a day in the Southeast
dominated by strong efforts by
running backs.
Sophomore Harvey Williams of
fourth-ranked Louisiana State raced 60 yards for a touchdown on the
first play from scrimmage and
finished with 10 carries for 196
yards and three touchdowns as the
Tigers demolished Rice 49-16.
Dexter Carter, a third-team

Mets feel Pittsburgh's influence, Twins thoughts on title
• INational

The Game's Not Over Yet.
Green Fee & Cart Package

9O °
Per Person — 2 people per cart
Sept. 1 through March 31
Mon.-Frt.. No Holidays or Weekends

Murray State Miller
Memorial Golf Course

•

Hwy 280 — East of Murray
762-2238

FINE QAUALITY
SPECIALfPRICES
Monday-Saturday Sept. 21st-26th

MEN'S WOOL SPORTCOATS
(Top Quality)
Reg. 67.50 Sal. $47"
Also $20 off all other top quality
Wool and Wool Blend Sportcoats
Open Monday- Saturday 9-5

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At Now Location — East South and 5th Sta.
(Dillon Manufacturing Bldg )
Mayfield, KY
VISA-MC
247-2757

tailback, accounted for 311 yards
overall and scored three
touchdowns as seventh-ranked
Florida State overpowered Memphis State 41-24 despite six
turnovers.
In other action involving SEC
teams. David Treadwell kicked a
21-yard field goal with two seconds
remaining as No. 8 Clemson edged
No. 18 Georgia 21-20. Kentucky
beat Indiana 34-15, Mississippi
pounded Arkansas State 47-10.
Mississippi State rallied to edge
Louisiana Tech 14-13 and Duke got
four touchdown passes from Steve
Slayden in a 35-31 triumph over
Vanderbilt.
Besides FSU's game. other independent action in the Southeast
saw 17-year-old freshman quarterback Brett Favre rally Southern
Mississippi to a 31-24 triumph over
Tulane and Louisville battled to a
22-22 deadlock with Purdue.
No. 3 Auburn and No. 14 Tennessee were idle in the SEC along
with No. 6 Miami of Florida and
Southwestern Louisiana in the independent ranks.
At the Florida game, Smith
maintained, "I didn't know
anything about the record," after
breaking the mark of 218 yards set
by Red Bethea against Chicago in
1930
"As far as I'm concerned.- he
(Cont'd on page 7)

By The .Associated Press

The New York Mets found out
the hard way that non-contenders
can do a lot to influence pennant
races.
If they played like this all year,
they'd be in first place," losing pitcher Bob Ojeda said after the Pittsburgh Pirates beat the Mets 9-8 in
14 innings Sunday.
The Pirates rallied from a 6-2
deficit in the sixth, a 7-6 deficit in
the eighth and an 8-7 deficit in the
12th to beat the Mets on Andy Van
Slyke's sacrifice fly after Barry
Bonds tripled.
The loss dropped the Mets 21t
games behind first-place St. Louis
in the National League East.
"We're not trying to be spoilers,
we're just trying to find out what
it's like to be a contender,"
Pirates Manager Jim Leyland
said after his team left last place

for the first time since June 28.
The Pirates have won 110!their
last 14 games, including four of
seven in the last week against the
top three teams in the ML East.
Cardinals 10, Cubs 2
St. Louis extended its lead in the
East with a 15-hit attack that saw
John Morris knock hi four runs
and tVince Coleman three against
Chicago.
Morris, whose father died last
Wednesday, returned to St. Louis
from the funeral two hours before
the game. He drove in a careerhigh four runs with two singles and
an infield out.
Phillies 4. Expos
Philadelphia hit three homers,
one of them by winning pitcher
Kevin Gross and another by Mike
Schmidt, and knocked third-place
Montreal three games behind St.
Louis.
Gross, 9-14, allowed five hits in 7
1-3 innings for his first victory
since Aug. 15. He got relief help
from Steve Bedrosian, who earned
his 39th save.
Expos starter Neal Heaton, 12-9,

Ask a
Professionals agent

0'11

PERSONAL
INSURANCE
PACKAGE

Why pay for two insgrpme
policies when you con have
the Personal Insurance
Packs°. instead?

what this symbol
stands for.
It is the only personal inplan that today's successful professional needs.
Call for details.
surance

Contact:

David King or Lindy Suiter

The Insurance Center of Murray
P
Milp
PRirSIIIRr4Ai.s
ANC

901 Sycamore St.

753-8355

gave up six hits, including homers
by Gross and Luis Aguayo, in five
innings.
Reds 10, Giants 6
Cincinnati kept San Francisco
from edging closer to the West
Division title by scoring six runs in
the ninth inning, the last four on
Nick Esasky's grand slam.
Kal Daniels, who previously had
a double and two homers, singled
to help spark the Reds' rally.
Astros 3, Padres 2
Houston snapped a five-game
losing streak and ended San
Diego's four-game winning streak
when pinch-hitter Jim Pankovits
broke a tie with a bases-loaded
single in the ninth inning.
Mike Scott, 16-12, pitched a fourhitter for his eighth complete
game, while Mark Davis, 8-8, was
the loser in relief of starter Eric
Nolte.
Dodgers 5, Braves 3
Los Angeles defeated Atlants as
Ralph Bryant had three hits, including a two-run single that
highlighted a four-run first inning.

American
The Minnesota Twins are thinking about clinching early in the
West, while the Toronto Blue Jays
have given Detroit something to
think about in the East.
The Twins used Kirby Puckett's
two-run homer to beat Cleveland
3-2 Sunday and maintain its
342-game lead over Oakland in the
American League West. The
Athletics beat Kansas City 7-6.
dropping the Royals six games off
the pace
"I'm just trying to help this
team put away the division title,"
Puckett said. "... We'd like to
finish our home schedule out
strong with six more wins, and
that might clinch the title before
we go out on the road."
Detroit, meanwhile, lost 11-4 to
the Milwaukee Brewers, who hit ,
three homers off Tigers ace Jak
(Cont'd on page 7) '
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Mahoney can't believe

•••

(Coot'11 from page 6)
yards In its final five possessions
as Western sacked Proctor three
times
Proctor finished the game with
13 completions on 26 passes good
for 154 yards_ He threw for a
touchdown and one interception.
His counterpart, senior Jeff
Cesarone threw' 28 times, completing 16 passes for 167 yards.
Defensively, Murray was Greg
Sanders' eight tackles Senior
Kent Lapa seven tackles and an
assist
Mahoney pointed to the fumbles
as the key in his first loss as MSU's
head coach.
"They can't drive the ball all the
way down the field on us," he said.
"We had them, just like we had
them two years ago ( when WKU
upset Murray 27-25.
"We gave them field position in
the third quarter."
Cannon believes the loss may
wake the Racers up as they travel
to Louisville Sept. 26 and Eastern

Kentucky in a key conference
match-up Oct. 10.
"It's probably better to lose ear-

WKU 21, MSU 17
Murray Mara
es le aa an- 11
ReselenliesastarkyN Se II P1-Il
DISL'-easinon a run tHickert kick
%ICU-JUMADA:21
MIOU-FG Nickell 47
MSU -rancher 4 pass from Proctor iHickert
kick
WKU-Ft Maher 32
WIC1J- Mangold 2 run
Shakir pass from
Cesarosse
WSW -Arnold 1 run Maher kick
A -19160
Mat
Fula downs
Ruaties yards
Passing yard..
Return yards
-4'asses
Punts
Fumbles lost
Penalties yards
Time of Possession

WILL
18
14
3111' 31 all
167
154
21
0
1331 1 16 29-0
737
421
1-0
3-3
331 6.73
34 32 25

IP4 MIMI'AL LEADERS
HUSHING - Murray State Cannon 14 71
Western Kentucky. Arnold 30-94
PASSING - Murray Slate_ Proctor 13.26 154 1
Western Kentucky. Cesarone 16-28 167-0
RECEIVING - Murray State. Howard 1.61
Western Kentucky Ciliates 7 77

NFL set for second strike
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK - The National
Football League braced today for
its second strike in six seasons.
It will start following tonight's
New England Patriots-New York
Jets game unless, as management's Jack Donlan put it, "someone pulls a rabbltout of a hat."
No talks were planned and the
union's Gene Upshaw said all that
was lacking was the official announcement. scheduled to come at
halftime
"My agenda now is to prepare
for a strike.- Upshiw, executive
director of the. NFL- Players
Association, said Sunday at union
headquarters in Washington.
where picket signs were being
prepared.

"We have to be willing to walk
out for the season." he said.
The owners plan to break for a
week, then continue with the
fourth week's schedule using
players released in training camp
or, literally, from off the street.
Some teams, like Indianapolis,
say they already have full rosters,
others have barely more than one
or two players signed.
Players seemed resigned to has%
ing a strike:
"It's kind of a bittersweet feeling,'' said Mike Quick of
Philadelphia after the Eagles beat
New Orleans on Sunday. "I'm
happy with the win but it hurts
when you realize there may be a
strike just when we're coming of
age."

Cross counto

MSU harriers come in sixth
Murray State's mens cross
country team finished sixth in an
eight-te'am field Saturday at the
Western Kentucky Hall of Fame
Invitational
For the third straight week,
Keith Abell paced the harriers
with a 19th place finish. The
Racers also received strong
finishes from Trent Lovett, Todd
Henson and Barry Knight.
"This was a good meet for us

Football

since we got to see Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay. They will
be our main competition at the
OVC championships in October,"
interim coach Damon Geiger said.
"The men got to see how much
better we need to be by that time."
MSU travels to Seery, Ark., to
compete in the Bison Booster Invitational at Harding University
Saturday

oh1t8 .l)a II

MMS, CCMS to
meet tomorrow

MSU volleyball
team suffers loss

Murray Middle School travels to
Calloway 'County tomorrow at 6
p.m. Admission is $2 for adults and
$1 for students as the teams meet
at the Calloway County High
School football field.

Murray State's volleyball team
fell to Mississippi State 15-11, 4-15,
15-11, 15-5 last night.
The Lady Racers drop to 2-3.
MSU hosts Arkansas State and
UT-Martin at 8 p.m. tomorrow'.

ly," the senior fullback said. Murray's 251 and was unharmed
"Now we know what to expect. We by turnovers.
know we can be beat and we know
For Mahoney. letting Western
that we have to work harder."
escape without giving the ball
For Western, the win was also a back is just as bad as the Racers'
new experience, having dropped own miscues.
its opener 28-24 to Gardner-Webb.
"We're not getting enough tur"I can't explain the feeling," Ar- novers on defense," Mahoney
nold said. "We played together as said. "We're not doing the same
a `.‘am tonight. It wasn't an in- things back to people. It's just not
dividual thing. The team played happening - we're not catching
together and when the team plays interceptions."
together, this is what the outcome
MSU, which did not play running
will be."
back Bill Bird due to an ankle inMurray outgained Western on jury, lost the services of All-OVC
the ground, picking up 97 yards to receiver Stanley Howard.
the Hilltoppers' 86. However,
Howard, a senior, suffered a
WM: picked up 253 total yards to seperated collar bone.

Major League Baseball...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Morris. The Tigers now lead
Toronto by just one-half game in
the AL East. The Blue Jays beat
the New York Yankees 6-2.
Les Straker allowed six hits in
six innings for the Twins, and Jeff
Reardon pitched the ninth for his
28th save.
The Twins' magic number is
now 10, meaning any combination
of Minnesota victories or Oakland
losses amounting to 10 clinches
their first division title since 1970.
Athletics 7, Royals 6
Oakland built a 7-0 lead with the
help of four hits from Mark
McGwire, a two-run pinch single
by Reggie Jackson and a rare error by Royals center fielder Willie
Wilson, then held on to beat Kansas City. The A's swept the threegame series in Kansas City.
Brewers 11, Tigers 4
Paul Molitor, Robin Young and
Dale Sveum had the homers off
Morris, 18-9, whose 39 homers this
year trails only Bert Blyleven of
Minnesota, who has given up 42.
Bill Schroeder and Glenn Braggs
also had homers for Milwaukee
after Morris was gone.
Morris gave up six runs,
although only two were earned, on
nine hits in six innings. Juan
Nieves gave up two runs on four
hits in the 5 2-3 innings for
Milwaukee. and Chuck Crimtn pit-

SEC round-up... •
(Coard from page 6)
lives."
said, "the game's over. Noi,v.I'VeClemson, Treadwell's gamegot to prepare for Mississippi winning kick was his fourth field
State."
goal of the day and marked the seSmith scored on runs of 30 yards cond year in a row he had beaten
and one yard and Robert McGinty Georgia. Last year Treadwell
kicked three field goals.
kicked a 46-yarder on the final
For LSU, besides the 60-yard play of the game to break a 25-2S
run. Williams scored on runs of 3 tie.
and 23 yards and also had a
For Kentucky, Kevin Dooley
56-yard scamper as LSU made
passed for 166 yards and a
Rice its third victim of the year. touchdown and Dee Smith scored
Tom Hodson completed 13 of 19
(
;
)-clwice in the victory over Indiana.
passes for 228 yards and two
Ole Miss' Willie Goodloe scored
touchdowns for the Tigers.
on a 1-yard run and a 62-yard punt
We were able to play some kids return and Mark Young hit J. R.
tonight who have iiever been on
Ambrose with two touchdown
the field at Tigertadium," LSU
passes as the Rebels ended a twoCoach Mike Archer said. "They'll game losing skid by beating
remember it for the rest of their
Arkansas State

League soccer

Coupon'
-

Local soccer games reported
The Chiefs downed the Amazons
4-1 in girls-under-12 soccer recently. ,Kim Johnson scored three
goals and Maggie Snyder added
another as Sara Fitts recorded an
assist. Snyder and Jenny Bell contributed to the defensive effort.
Alexia Schempp scored for the
Amazons and goalie Amanda
Haneline made eight saves.
The Storm defeated the
Amazons 3-1. as Jill Miller collected two, goals and an assist.
Allison Graham also scored and
Kristina Todd made three saves.

She was helped defensively by
Leah Stuart.
Mary Maddox scone the
Amazons' goal and April
Barksdale made three saves.
Royce Newton and Brandon McCoy scored two goals each and
Bubba Johnson added another as
the Chiefs downed the Green
Goblins 5-3 in boys-10-and-under
play.
Josh Arant scored twice for the
Goblins and Greg Miller 'added
their other goal.

Carroll VW Inc.
World's Finest Imports
753-8850
Monday thru Friday 7:30 till 5:00

ANCIENT
VOLKSWAGEN
PROVERB
"Anything adjustable will sooner or
later need an adjustment...,."
Our mechanics have the know-how, and the special tools
and equipment to set your Volkswagen right again Arid
because were so good at what we do. we can make this
amazing otter at an equally amazing low price

E

COUPON
SERVICE BONUS CERTIFICATE
VALUE ON SERVICE PURCHASE OF
$5.00
$10.00
$15.00

ched the final 3 1-3 innings for his
10th save.
Blue.Jays 6. Yankees 2
George Bell, Nelson Liriano and
Willie Upshaw horriered as Toronto split its four-game series in New
York. Bell's homer was his 46th,
tying him with McGwire and Andre Dawson of the Chicago Cubs
for the major-league lead.
Red Sox 5, Orioles 1
Red Sox 6, Orioles 3
Dwight Evans hit his 34th homer
and Roger Clemens pitched a
three-hitter for his 17th victory in
the opener. In the second game,
Todd Benzinger hit a two-run
homer off Tom Niedenfuer to snap
a 3-3 tie.
Fred Lynn hit a two-run homer
in the Baltimore eighth to tie the
nightcap.
White Sox .5, Mariners 3
Carlton Fisk's run-scoring
single ignited a.four-run fifth inning, and the White Sox defeated
Seattle behind the pitching of
rookie Jack McDowell. Fisk's
single scored Ivan Calderon, who
had two doubles and two singles.
Rangers 2. Angels 1
Darrell Porter walked with thebases loaded and one out in the.
bottom of the 10th inning to give
Steve Howe the victory. Charlie
Hough worked eight innings for
Texas, allowing one run on six
hits, and Howe pitched the ninth.

$15 TO $4995
$50 TO $99 99
$100 & MORE

Coupon solid thru 12-3147
Present this coupon at time repel. order is written
-Credit Cards HonoredVisa Mestercard Casecenor - American Espress Chevron

Jim Carson

William Vance

Service Manager

Parts Manager

Call For Your AppoIntmont

514 Main St.
All

as

1

Faye's

Jackets &
Warm ups

.......

753-7743

20% Off

SCOREBOARD >
'Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

That's
S
insurance"
tate Farm

L Ike a good neighbor

State Farm is there
5sOIS

state Farm Insurance CompanT
Home Offtees Bloomington

Baseball
i)etrciit
Toronto
Milwaukee
New York
Boston
Baltimore
Cieveland

Minnesota
Oakland
/(4111/1414
Texas
California
Seattle
Chicago

AS LEACH E
East Division
Pet.
L
06
606
5a
90
90
59
604
550
82 67
550
67
82
486
76
72
63
423
841
373
94
56
Nest Division
St
Pet.
L
533
70
80
5'0
73
76
493
76
74
76
73
490
70 80
467
463
80
69
82
67
450

GB
4:
8%
841
18
271a
35
GB
Pa
6
644
10
101t
1241

NATIONAL LEAGUE
LAM Divialose
% L
Pet.
St Louis
87
61
588
New York
85
64
570
Montreal
84 64
568
Philadelphia
75
74
503
Pittsburgh
72
77
483
Chicago
71
Ti
DO
West Division
St
Pct.
L
San Francisco
67
82
550
Cincinnati
74
75
497
Houston
72
77
483
Los Angeles
64
430
85
Atlanta
63
115
426
San Diego
63
MS
423

AMERICAS CONFERENCE
Emit
I% I. T Pet. PE
PA
New England
I, 0 0 1 000 28
21
N I' Jets
1
0 0 1 000 31
28
Buffalo
1
1
0
500 62
61
Miami
I
500 44
0
38
Indianapolis
0 2 0
000 31
40
tentral
Cincinnati
1
0
500 49
48
Cleveland
1
1
0
500 55
38
Houston
1
1
0
500 50
50
Pittsburgh
1
0
500 40
51
West
1. A Raiders
2 0
1 000 47
7
Denver
1
750 57
0
34
Kansas City
1
500 34
56
1
San Diego
500 41
44
Seattle
1
1
0
500 60
54
NATIONAL.CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
1
1
0
500 29
38
Philadelphia
0
1
1
500 51
51
St Louis
1
1
0
500 48
41
Washington
1
1
0
500 54
45
N Y Giants
2 0
00(1 33
50
ii
entral
Chicago
.:
0 0 1 000 54
22
Minnesota
0 0 1 000 55
35
Tampa Ba,
1
0
500 51
30
Green Bay
oI
1
250 17
37
Detroit
2
0
000 26 61
Mert
Atlanta
1
0
500 31
66
New
n
1
0
500 15
48

How the Associated Press Top Twenty college football learns fared this week and
schedule for Sept 26:
No I Oklahoma 12-0-0i is idle: at Tulsa
No 2 Nebraska .2-0-01 Is idle. at No. 15
Arizona State
No 3 Auburn 2.0-01 is idle: at No 14
Tennessee
No 4 Louisiana State 13.0.01 beat Rice
49-16. vs No. 5 Ohlo State
No 5 Ohio State i 2-0-01 beat Oregon 24-14.
at No 4 Lows:ana State
No. 6 Miami. Flit. 11-0-01 is idle. vs. No 12
Arkansas at Little Rock. Ark
No 7 Florida State 13-0-0. beat Memphis
State 41.24. at No 17 Michigan State.
No * Clemson 3-0'1
beat No 18 Georgia
21-20. vs Georgia Tech
.No a Notre Dame 7.0-,1
beat No 17
Michigan State 31,1. at Purdue
No 10 Washington 12-1.01 lost to Texas

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

739-9884

Chainsaw
1,-Checkup
For All Brands

coupon

SERyICE SPECIAL

$21.95*

Premium Muffler

$29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
*Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
o0
o*
Our Lowest Price Ever $8.49

Installation available at an additional cost.
•Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign
cars
Clamps if needed $1.25 extra.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER
200 N. 4th St.

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect oiler
7. Clean & inspect the bar
All For Only

$995
Through Sept. 30

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

Murray Home & Auto;44
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
753-6001

56
41

AkM 29.12. vs Pacific
No.11 Alabama (2.1.0 lost to Florida
23.14; at Vanderbilt.
No 12 Arkansas i2-0.0, beat Tulsa 30.15.
vs. No. 6 Miami. Fla. at Little Rock. Ark.
No.13 UCLA 2.1.0 beat Fresno State 17-0;
vs. Arizona.
No.14 Tennessee (3-0.0i is idle. vs No 3
Auburn_
No.15 Arizona State 12-0-0i beat Pacific U.
31.12; vs. No 2 Nebraska.
No.16 Pittsburgh 12.1-0 lost to Temple
24-21. at West Virginia.
No.17 Michigan State 1.1-01 lost to No 9
Notre Dame 314. vs. No 7 Florida State
No 18 Georgia 2.1-0l lost to No 8 Clemson
21-20. vs. South Carolina
No.19 Michigan 11-1,1i beat Washington
State 44-18. vs Long Beach State,
No_213 Penn State 121-01 beat Cincinnati
41-0. vs. Boston College at FoxbOro..Mass_

good thru Sept. 30th, 1987

d
*Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type

Id
18
184s
19

San Francisco
1
0
1
500 44
LA Rams
2' 0
0
000 32
Sunday's Games
Denver 17, Green Bay 17. tte
Buffalo 34, Houston 30
Miami 23. Indianapolig 10
Philadelphia 27 New Orleans 17
Cleveland 31. Pittsburgh 10
San Francisco 27. Cincinnati 26
Chicago 20. Tampa Bay 3
Atlanta 21. Washington 20
Dallas 16, New York Giants 14
Los Angeles Raiders 27. Detroit 7
Seattle 43. Kansas City 14
Minnesota 21. Los Angeles Rams 16
San Diego 28. St Louis 24
Monday's Game
New England at New York Jets
Sunday.Sept. 27
Atlanta at New Orleans
Buffalo at Dallas
Chicago at Detroit
Green Bay at Tampa 11.1
Indianapolis at St Louis
Los Angeles Raiders at Houston
Minnesota at Kansas City
New England at Washington
New York Giants at Miami
Cincinnati at Los Angeles Rams
New York Jets at Pittsburgh
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Seattle at San Diego
Monday. Sept. 2/1
Denver at Cleveland

Largest selection of jackets in West KY

Economy Mufflers Installed
'Double Wrappe

GB

11111111111111111111=11111111111111

(Price includes embroidery name
Coupon

GB
21
,
3
1242
154
16

7Tual/aerhe

Phone
753-4110
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Home is mobile as train buff lives in rail car
MARION, Ill. I AP ) — Not even
the con§tant whistling of his
''neighbors" bothers 70-year-old
William Schreiber, who says he's
living a boyhood fantasy in a 1912
railroad car.
'I first thought I could get
myself a mobile home. and then I
said to myself. *Why not get the
ultimate and buy the original
mobile home.'" says Schreiber.
who lives in the car s'ith his German shepherd. Hexie.

It just Suitt; 1% fkli I need. My
living conditions. the way I like to
live and the things I like to do." he

"I always liked trains."
For years, Schreiber collected
model trains. But it wasn't until
1973 that Schreiber and two
friends gave the real railroad
business a go.
They founded the. Crab Orchard
& Egyptian Railroad in this
Southern Illinois town of 15.000.

Ford workers optimistic about contract
LOUISVILLE. Ky. iAPi —
Workers at Ford Motor Co.'s lighttruck assembly plant in Louisville
are optimistic about the United
Auto Workers' new labor agreement even though they have few
details about it.
"Fm sure we've got a good contract," said Monte Sullivan, a
predelivery worker who has been
at the plant for 22 years. "We've
got good leaders up there."
The plant on Fern Valley Road
employs 3.000 hourly and 340
salaried workers. Ford's heavyduty truck plant, east of Louisville
on Chamberlain Lane. has 2.000
hourly and 520 salaried
employees.
The two plaits together had
payrolls totaling $212.9 million last
year.
Several workers expressed

relief that there apparently will be
no strike.
"You never recover what you
lose," said Paul Mackey, a 15-year
Ford veteran.
The general feeling was that a
local agreement, which is
bargained as a supplement to the
national pact, would likely be
reached quickly now, as well.
"We have excellent people
working for the union as well as
for management here." Mackey
said. "It goes to show you that if
you work together, things work
out."
He said the Louisville plants,
each of which has its own agreement on local issues, usually finish
in time to vote on local
agreements the same time they
vote on the national one.
That should be within about 10
days, officials said.

starting oft with a steam engine
and some railroad cars.
The line ran sightseeing trips
from a depot in downtown Marion.
the company's headquarters, to
the Crab Orchard National
Wildlife Refuge.
But when that proved unprofitable. Schreiber and company switched to diesel engines,
providing a short-line railroad service for industry, particularly coal
companies.
And in 1975. Schreiber. torn between moving into a mobile hortie
or an apartment, opted for the
700-square-foot yellow and green
rail car.'whichle bought from a
privte owner in Chicago for a price
he wouldn't disclose.
-I wouldn't do it if it wasn't
fun." Schreiber said of living in
the rail car. parked at the company's headquarters:
There are advantages.
"Well. I don't have a yard to
take care of
-It's snug. There's plenty of
room for me and the dog,"
Schreiber said of his home. "It's
got everything I need.",

Murray...

(eont'd from page I)
Murray-Kentucky Lake area may
be looking at even greater
response than Brevard, given
Rand McNally's more aggressive
marketing of the 1987 guide and a
"significant" move to study the
possibility of "economic salvation" for small towns that attract
retirees, according to Conroy
Erickson, director of public relations for Rand McNally.
Frances Drake
The University of Wisconsin is
What kind 'of dzo will tomorrow be? To find aft what the stars say read the
studying the economic impact of
forecast given for your birth sign.
retirees. and there are more
Ft )1; TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 22. 1987
retirees than ever and they are
ARIES
SCORPIO
younger and wealthier. Erickson
(Mar.21 to Apr. PO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 211
said.
Innovative ideas develop through
A confidential financial tip .c(inws
To capitalize on their ranking.
partners working together. After an from an unexpecte
d source. You're Wesley said, Brevard did little
early start. the work pace may falter, the organizer of get-togeth
ers with
more than organize for what turnhut you end the day with achieve- others now. but don't
be critical of a ed out to be an onslaught of
ment.
fricrid.
visitors.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
That is basically what Murray is
(Apr. 20 to May 201
( Ni iv. 22 to Dec. 211
Don't risk capital on a gamble. The
Be direct and go after what you doing, according to Steve Zea, exjob allows for innovative thinking. Want iii your career,
ecutive vice president of the
but avoid an
The drive for pleasure is strong now. excessive display
of independence or Murray-Calloway County
GEMINI •
•
some may find you contrary. You may Chamber of Commerce.
(May 21 to June 20)
Officials and tourist groups have.
beclune involved in a cause
You have a spontaneous carefree CAPRICORN
been coordinating responses to the
outing with a loved one today. 'Wet.. 22 to Jan.
200 calls the chamber has received
19,1
Domestic interests are a major conYou're interested in -betiader;ing from all over the country since the
cern. You'll want to get started on a your horizons now,
either through
rating was announced two weeks
project:
travel or edueat it in Research leads to ago.
CANCER

Your Individual
Horoscope

(June 21 to July 221Distractions are a problem for you
at times today. hut you should be
good at expressing, ideas and getting
your points across. Local travel is
'Possible.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Your impulse is to spend money
today; shopping is favored. High
points come through the development and expression of creative
talents.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
You may buy some office equipment today or. some electronic
gadgets. Ideas are future-oriented
now and your drive is terrific. Don't
be overbearing.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
eat
Originality is emphasized today,
but remember to be tactful. You
could blurt out something inadvertently that could offend another.
Research projects are favored.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

unexpected discoveries regarding a
career endeavor.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
egh
It's more beneficial to share ideas
PINEVILLE. Ky. tAPi
The
with friends than to become finanbody;of a Bell County man, misscially involved with them at present.
ing since about Sept. 5, was found
Investments, insurance, arid other
floating in the Cumberland River
business concerns prei)ccupy you.
at Pineville. state police said.
PISCES
vas
The body of Curtis J. Gambriel.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
•ukow
Surprise developments in your 59, of Arjay, was found Sunday.
career allow you to tap your inge- according to police at the Harlan
nuity. Don't frighten off would-be post.
partners through ot'eroggressiveness.
but do make your move.

Detecike Jimmy Young said
GambrVt appeared to have been
dead for at least two days, but was
uncertain how he got into the
river.
Young said wh (here was no
indication of foul lay. an autopsy
was scheduled:

at General Hospital in Louisville.
He is certified by the American
Academy of Family Physicians.
Prior to his election, Barton
served the association as a trustee
and is a former chairman of the
KMA Board of Trustees, according to a news release issued
Thursday.

Stock Market

Alterations & Winter Storage

Prices as of 10 a.m.

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats (Pleats Extra)

*1.50

FREE HEARING TEST
•Hearing Aids Sold On 30 Day Trial
•Batteries/Starvice AN Makes
-Board Candied Hearing Aid Specialists

753-8055

Each

STONE-LANG CO.
Koorina Aid Caritar
206 S 4th, Murray

Expires 9 26 87

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

M

I

SEGM QUALITY
RVICE PARTS

herpn,. , •• .1 GNI Frelir,.Votth ,,,,,,..

1982 Buick
Regal Limited
Rlue, P.S., tilt, cruise,
cassette, P.S., air,
P B., air, auto.

$5,800"

-1

-641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Industrial Average
+ 20.89
Previous Close
2524.64
Air Products
471
/
2 •1
/
4
A.T.C.-Class A
261/01 28%A
AT&T.
37%
+%
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
/
4
441
CSX Corp
37%
Dean Foods
33%
Dollar Gen, Store
9/
3
48
Exxon
47
Ford
. 104,
G.A.F.
65%
General Motors
861/.
GenCorp, Inc.
1071/4 + 1/4
Goodrich
59%

321
/
2 +1
/
2

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753-3366

Friends may call at Blalock.
Coleman Funeral Home where
Masonic rites will be conducted at
7 p.m. tonight (Monday,. He had
been a member for 42 years of
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567
Free and Accempted Masons

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Pernecie Mae Paschall, to whom
he was married on March 16, 1928;
one daughter, Mrs. Marelle
Witherspoon, and one son,
Thomas Hugh Paschall, Paris,
Tenn.; one grandchild; one great.
grandchild
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The
Rev. Malcolm Norton will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Paschall
Cemetery. . Friends may call at the funeral
home

Pickard and,Bill Alexander.
Bunal was in Young Cemetery.
Mrs. Arnett, 51, Rt 7. Murray.
died Thursday at Murray Calloway County Hospital
She is survived by her husband,
Hugh Arnett; one daughter, Marla
Arnett: two sons. Alan Arnett and
Mark Arnett; her mother, Mrs.
Estelle Trousda.le.

John W. M unford Sr.

Professional
Hearing Care

753-5242

Rev. Jones was a member of
New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Church where the funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. Burial will
follow in New Jenny Ridge
Cemetery

Mrs. Alherta Arnett

Corbin doctor new KMA chief
LOUISVIJ.I.F, Ky. AP — Dr.
Donald C. Barton, a practicing
family physician from Corbin, has
been installed as the 137th president of the Kentucky Medical
Association.
Barton is a graduate of the
University of Louisville Medical
School and completed his internship and family practice residency

Jones, at 1, Kirksey, and Carl
Jones Jr ,Cadiz; two sisters, Mrs.
Attie Harper, Evansville, Ind.,
and Mrs. Bessie Baker. Rt. 1, Murray, 22 grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren.

Fleetwood Paschall

Bell County man found dead in river

IF' BORN TODAY you are somewhat nervous and highstrung. You
have inventive ability and are capable
of work that's ahead of your time.
You ne:
,
(1 a job that allows yin) room
for vision, for . you are a person who
would never be happy in a rut. You
bring idealism to whatever ytiu do,
though you need at times to overcome a tendency to be skeptical.
Learn to rise above little things

_

Re%. Carl Jones

And it dues.
The Rev. Carl Jones, 83. of 411
It's equipped with a living room. South Ninth St., Murray, died
three bedrooms, two full Saturday at 11 p.m. at Lourdes
bathrooms. a dining room and a Hospital, Paducah.
kitchen. His home gets city water,
A retired employee of SKW
and has gas and electric hookups Alloys Plant at Calvert City. he
and a telephone. A gas heater had been a Pentecostal minister
recently installed replaced the for 50 years.
car's old coal heater.
He was preceded in death by one
Mahogany paneling and floral daughter, Gertha Jones, Nov. 17,
1986, one son, Andrew Jones. Oct
wool carpeting decorate the
quarters Aladdin kerosene lamps 16, 1978, and three grandchildren.
Born Nov. 4, 1903. in Trigg Counare practically everywhere
on
ty.
he was the son of the late John
desks. dressers and tables.
Jones and Dollie Berkley Jones.
"I go out quite a bit." said
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Schreiber. who estimates he has
Mary
Ann Baker Jones, to whom
200 of them. "I „go out digging
around in auctions and looking for he was married on June 19, 1925;
one ,daughter, Mrs. Lucille Higsome more lamps."
gins. Cadiz: two sons, Jewell
Schreiber. a one-time telephone
company employee and later
owner of a coin-operated laundry.
said he rode in the rail car as it
was pulled to Marion by an Illinois
Fleetwood Paschall, 83, of Rt. 2,
Central Gulf Railroad freight Puryear. Tenn., died Saturday at
11:30 p.m. at Jackson-Madison
train.
And he likes living on the right County Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
track, saying that incessant train
A retired farmer, he was a
member of North Fork Baptist
whistles don't faze him
Church.
"You get used to it
Born Jan. 11, 1904. in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
Calloway County Judge Ex- the late Leander 'Jack Paschall
ecutive George Weaks said local and Elizabeth Haygood Paschall.
Mr. Paschall was also preceded
governments will do "whatever is
necessary" to protect the region in death by one son, Lenwood
Paschall: three sisters. Erma
from overdevelopment.
Jones,
Lamoura Nance and Mary
Wesley suggested zoning ordinances, which the, county is Jane Paschall; five brothers,
seriously considering and the city Thacker. Bauzie, Maynard, John
already has, according to city and James Paschall.
planner Mac Fitts. Weaks,.
however, said he doesn't expect to
have to do much.
Final rites for Mrs. Alberta
"The people who are less
Arnett
were Saturday at 1 p.m. in
desireable seem to have a way of
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
leaving here," he said.
7.ka and Mike Miller, judge- Funeral Home. Officiating were
executive of Marshall County, ex- Harold 'man and Ed Davis. Billy
pressed some irritation at the lack Dan Orr directed singers from
of state government response to Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Johnny
the rating. There hasn't even been
Williams,
Billy Murdock, Bill Ed
a letter of congratulations, much
Murdock, Floyd Hart, Eldridge
less interest expressed in a
tourism thrust emphasizing Ken.
tucky Lake, Zea said.
Barbara Hadley Smith, press
John W. Munford Sr., 42,
secretary to Gov. Martha Layne
publisher of The Union County AdCollins, said a letter of congratulavocate of Morganfield. died Fritions was in the works, explaining
day at Union County Methodist
that the governor's recent trip to
Hospital, Morganfield. His death
Europe was partial cause for the,
was attributed to cancer.
delay.
:tfunford, who was the third
But according to Wesley, and
generation of his family to operate
other indications so far, the
the weekly newspaper, served as
Murray-Kentucky Lake area will
president of the Kentucky Press
not need much promotional help
Association in 1983 and had been
from the state.
head of the group's legislative efforts for several years.
He attended the University of
Kentucky and Western Kentucky

Bel-Air Shopping Center

$25°
Each

OBITUARIES

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

70 +1
/
2
1561
/
2 +%
44% +11
/
4
19/
1
2B I9/
1
4A
40% +
34 +'/
54 •11
/
4
82 +'/
53 +'/l
511
/
2 + 1/2
40 imc
108/
1
2 +P/
361/4 -%
91/8 unc
613

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
YaLy Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)

University. He was a_ veteran of
the Vietnam War receiving the Army commendation for meritorious
service and the Vietnam service
ribbon.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jerri Stewart Munford, one
daughter. Sallie; two sons. John
Jr and- Jed; his father. Tyler
Munford.
Services were today at 10 m at
St. Ann's Church, Morganfield.
Burial was in the church cemetery
with arrangements by Whitsel
Funeral Home of Morganfield.

Philippine president takes steps
to realign gm ernment's military
MANILA. Philippines I AP —
President Corazon Aquino began
to reshuffle the military today.
naming an "anti-coup force" commander for Manila and a new
military spokesman.
Meanwhile, several thousand
people gathered at a major intersection in suburban Quezon City today to protest Saturday's unsolved killing of Lean Alejandro,
27, secretary general of a leftist
coalition called the New Patriotic
Alliance.
Fighting between government
forces and Communist rebels
blocked rail service from Manila
to southeastern Luzon and the
military said it thwarted a plan to
blow up a foreign freighter on Mindanao island.
Mrs. Aquino conferred Monday
with Defense Secretary Rafael IIeto, Chief of Staff Gen. Fidel
Ramos and other senior commanders. Afterward, the military
announced that Brig. Gen. Ramon
Montano, deputy chief of staff for
operations, was named commander of the National Capital
Regional Defense Command.
The command was established
as an "anti-coup force" to control
all armed forces units in the
Manila area. The government is
trying to strengthen and
streamline the Manila area armed
forces so they can respond better
to future coup attempts.
Before he was forced out last
week, Aquino advisor Joker Arroyo had complained that Manila
area forces failed to respond adequately to presidential orders to
strike at mutineers holding radio

Calloway
Monument Co.
1707 West Main Murray
"We have over 40 years'
experience in desigri
and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and
your loved ones.
Call Jim Smothers
or Jennifer Wolff
753-1962

and television stations during a
failed coup last month.
The reshuffle included the
replacement of the military's
chief spokesman, Cfl. Honesto
Isleta, who was accused of
understating Mrs. Aquino's role in
quelling the Aug. 28 coup attempt.
which left at least 53 people dead
and hundreds wounded.
He was replaced by Col. Oscar
Florendo. the statement said.
Ramos said other changes would
be announced later. National
Democratic Front said Alejandro's murder was.a sign_that_leftists "threaten the entire reactionary classes and the
U.S..Aquino regime."
"The seeds of a provisional
revolutionary government have
begun to sprout in many areas of
the countryside," the statement
said.
Many Filipinos have accused
the United States of pressuring
Mr. Aquino into granting the
armed forces a greater role in national policy. U.S. diplomats deny
the charge.
Police said they had no leads in
the killing of Alejandro, a popular
former student leader.
Alejandro's assassination raised
tensions in a country still reeling
from the Aug. 28 mutiny and the
Cabinet shakeup that foils:heed.
Today is the 15th anniversary of
President Ferdinand Marcos' imposition of martial law and
newspaper commentators urged
calm so that the government is not
prompted to curtail civil liberties.
Marcos was forced into Hawaiian
exile in a February 1986 civilianmilitary uprising that brought
Mrs. Aquino to power.
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Hogging the highway

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

Paying for
a transplant
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Driving through the country on a car's roof is this big plastic pig, seen on a highway near Zurich, Switzerland
recently. It seemed to have been used for a National Lottery advertisement purpose.

DEAR DR GOTT - A dear friend
has cirrhosis of the liver, but has no
money I'd like to pay for him to have
a liver transplant, without his knowing about it. How do I go about arranging that?
DEAR READER - Assuming that
your friend needs a liver transplant
and that a suitable donor organ is
available, Medicare or Medicaid (or
private insurance) usually will provide the funds necessary for the
operation.
If your friend is not covered by insurance and cannot afford a transplant, the hospital might absorb the
cost of the operation if it was necessary and they agreed that the patient
could not afford it.
Ask your friend's doctor how to proceed. Short of a liver transplant, medical treatment for cirrhosis may be an
appropriate option which you could
partially underwrite.
Before concluding that a transplant
is worth considering, work with your
friend's doctor to determine alternate
ways that you could be of help.
DF A R DR. GOTT - We bought an

old house All the heat pipes are
wrapped in asbestos paper Should we
do anything about this' If we do remove the 'wet, what safety precautions should we take'
DEAR READER - You should
have your house inspected by a representative of your local health department or by a building inspector If the
asbestos insulation is a health hazard,
it should be removed by licensed servicemen with the experience and
equipment to do the job right
In my opinion, this is not a do-ityourself project Approach this problem with the help of the proper municipal or town authorities.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I'm 69. As a
result of oral cancer, I had a partial
maxillectomy, resulting in the removal of most of my right jaw, my
palate and the opening of the sinus. A
skin graft was done on the palate, and
an obturator was fitted to protect the
opening from liquids and food, and to
help my speech.
The problem is that my right nostril drains constantly when I eat. I go
through two paper towels a meal. My
doctor prescribed Bentyl, but after
reading the side effects, I decided not

`L.A. Law* and `Promise" share top Emmy honors
PASADENA, Calif. i API - NBC's hot series "L.A. law" and a
poignant CBS movie about Mental illness and responsibility,
"Promise,- shared top honors In the longest and wordiest Emmy
Awards show in history
Each won five awards Sunday night as the 39th annual prime-time
Emmy Awards show on the new Fox Broadcasting service dragged on
n) 20 seconds short of four hours. It was the first time the show had.
left the big three networks.
"L.A. Law," Steven Bochco's slick ensemble show about a Los
Angeles law firm, won Emmys for best drama series. Despite eight
acting nominations, only guest star Alfre Woodard won an Emmy. as
best guest performer in a drama series. It also won for Gregory
Hoblit's directing. writing by Hoch-co and Terry Louise Fisher, and for
art direction.
Hoblit called the show's success a fluke.
"It was a different area. an upscale, potentially stuffy law firm
dealing with complex issues," he said. "We decided to make it as
clear, concise and entertaining as possible. and we were surprised it
did as well as it did.NBC was once again the big winner. with 16 Emmys, plus 16 others
in the craft categories handed out a week earlier for a total of 32. CBS
got 11: plus four craft awards. ABC won four Emmys, plus 15 craft
awards. PBS got eight Emmys, one went to a syndicated show. Fox
did not win any.
"Promise." in which a carefree older brother is forced to care for
his mentally ill brother, was named outstanding drama or comedy
special. James Woods was named best lead actor in a miniseries or
special for his role as the schizophrenic brother.
, Piper Laurie won as best supporting actress for "Promise" and
other Emmys went to director Glenn Jordan and writers Richard
Eriedenberg, Kenneth Blackwell and Tennyson Flowers.
NBC's "Golden Girls" won again as best comedg series, and one of
its stars, Rue McClanahan, was named best lead actress. Director
Terry Hughes also picked up an Emmy.
Michael J. Fox of NBC's "Family Ties" won for the second straight
year as best lead actor in a comedy series, and Gary David Goldberg
and Alan Uger won as b I_ _w.Titers.
pest lead actress a miniseries or special
Gena Rowlands won asin
for ABC's "The Betty Forp Story." which told of the former first
lady's battle against drug abuse.
Bruce Willis, the irrepr4ssible private e=on ABC's
"Moonlighting," stuck out his tongue at tIcamera as he went to the
stage to accept his Emmk as best lead actor in a drama series.
"I'd like to share this award with everyone on 'Moonlighting,'" he
sa0;end included Al Pacino and the Three Stooges for good measure.

Hardin chosen as model city
for sewage treatment program
The city of Hardjn in Marshall
County has been chosen as a model
for a new program in sewage treatment that could be the way of the
future for many other small communities, Gov. Martha Layne Collins announced on Sept. 16.
The city has been awarded a
$250,000 Community Development
Block grant and $114,000 from the
Tennessee Valley Authority to construct an artifical wetlands system.
The system will utilize a series of
six marshes and a hardwood forest
to treat city sewage.
"This program is innovative and
if successful will help other communitites in Kentucky correct problems with outdated sewage treatment facilities," said Collins.
The city of Hardin currently
faces that situation. Its sewage
treatment system is overloaded
and unable to meet the required
sewage discharge limits. The city

—LADIES—
Transitional Skirts

30% ull
Active Sportswear
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currently cannot afford the cost of
constructing a traditional sewage
treatment system. The current
facility is 20 years old.
The project uses the marshes and
forest and a filtration system that
would help purify sewage and
return it to nature with a low risk
of contramination to the
environment.

Sharon Gless picked up her second-straight Emmy as Christine
Cagney on CBS's "Cagney & Lacey."
The.Emmy for the outstanding miniseries went to NBC's "A Year
in the Life."
Bonnie Bartlett collected her second Emmy as best supporting actress in a drama series for NBC's "St. Elsewhere."
The Emmys show had tributes to Fred Astaire by Mary Tyler
Moore and Jackie Gleason by Audrey KMeadows.
John Larroquette, the skirt-chasing prosecutor on NBC's "Night
Court" won his third-straight Emmy as best supporting actor in a
comedy series.
'Jackee Harry won her first Emmy as best supporting actress in a
comedy series for NBC's "227."
John Hillerman won his first Emmy after four tries as the stuffy
major domo Jonathan Higgins on CBS's "Magnum, P.I."
Robin Williams won best individual performer in a variety or music
program for CBS'"A Carol Burnett Special: Carol, Carl, Whoopi &
Robin."
Britain's John Cleese was named best guest performer in a comedy
series for NBC's "Cheers."
Dabney Coleman was named best supporting actor in a miniseries
or special for ABC's "Sworn to Silence."
The 1987 Tony Awards on CBS was selected best variety, music or
comedy program. CBS' "Cathy" was named best animated show.
Grant Tinker, who brought NBC from third place to first place during his tenure as chairman, received the Television Academy's Governor's Award.
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to fill the prescription Can you suggest something else'
DEAR READER - Because of the
complex nature of your ailment, your
ear, nose and throat surgeon is the
person who can best advise you. Talk
to him about your symptoms and your
concerns about the prescribed
treatment
Bentyl relieves muscle spasm of
the gastrointestinal tract. It can produce urinary retention, bowel paralysis, drowsiness and visual difficulties.
However, it is a useful medicine if administered under the supervision of a
doctor who is familiar with its effects.
Each case must be individualized;
in your circumstance, there may be
more appropriate therapy, such as a
mechanical device to help stop the nasal drainage that is so distressing.
Dr Gott's new Health Report on
weight loss tells you how to lose
weight wisely - and keep it off For
your copy. send $1 and your name and
address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask for
WINNING THE BATTLE OF THE
BULGE.
C) Mr. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Read the want ads daily

Let's Celebrate!
Remember me? I lost 100 lbs & I've
Kept it Ott for 2 years So if some of you
tnink that its impossible to maintain a
weight loss — think again
I will have to admit that it takes extra
Thought & preparation but I'm willing to
fake time for myself so that I can continue to weigh 136 tbs
I like me the way I am & I do not ever
want to weigh 236 lbs again —
Another secret to my success is I go
to Diet Center a couple of times a week
so that the counselors there can chart my
weight & continue to give me support in
maintaining it If I gain any weight I go
on reducing for a couple of days & that
takes care of it
So let me go±e you hope If you're
IhInktng that dieting s a waste of time &
effort because you'll gain it back — stop
thinking like that = you can do :t I aml
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Newest Releases
In September

*lee

* Hoosiers
* Blind Date
* Mannequin
* Burgular
*Police Academy IV
* Ernest Goes To Camp
Many, many morel'

$9.99
Up To 10 Items

NEW DELIVERY HOURS!!!
Friday and Saturday — 11 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday — Noon - 10 p.m.
Monday-Thursday — 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Dine in, Pick up or Delivery
753-6656

New Nightly Buffet
Every Mon., Tues., Wed. & Sat. Night

Now 25% Off

5-8:30 p.m.
All the Pizza. SpaGatti and Garlic Bread You Can Eat

READMORE
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BOOK-N-CARD
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Farmers upset with deer numbers
Increasing deer populations in
Kentucky may mean good news for
hunters, but farmers may have a
growing cause for concern.
Deer cause significant damage to
crops and orchards, and there isn't
much that farmers can do about it.
"Soybean fields are like ice
eream to deer," said Fred Servello,
Extension wildlife specialist with
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. "About all you can
do is not plant the beans in fields
next to wooded areas that deer hide
in. That's not an option for most
farmers."
Morris Bitzer. Extension grains
specialist, confirmed the growing
problem. In fact, one of UK's experimental plots to determine soybeans' effectiveness for renovating
strip-mined land was ruined this
year by damage from deer.
"They have been a big problem
on several farms, especially in
Franklin County," Bitzer said."We
don't have a lot of data on it, but a
farmer there told me he was sure
he's lost over $1,000 a year because
of deer."

People have tried various
remedies for the deer problem,
mostly with negligible results.
Some in eastern Kentucky have used different brands of soap. Bitzer
said. The smell seems to repel
deer, but this solution seems to be
practical only for very small plots
of land. Human hair placed on
fence posts may work for awhile.
but as soon as a rain comes, the
hair is gone.
Servello said research has been
done on numerous repellants. The
best that can be said for any of
them is that they are of limited use
on any but small garden-sized
plots.
"It is nearly impossible to keep
deer out of soybeans." he said.
"The best means is a fence at least
eight feet high. Most farmers can't
afford that kind of fences for their
cropland."
About the best thing a farmer experiencing damage from deer can
do is to encourage a more intensive
hunting on his property during hunting season, Servello said. Although.

some landowners don't allow public
hunting on their lands, those who
have a deer problem would be doing themselves a favor.
"Effective use of the legal deer
season is probably the best way to
control deer populations," he said.
"By permitting hunting, the landowner gives the public access to
a public resource while at the same
time reducing deer damage problems."
Because a single landowner rarely controls all the land a deer uses,
neighboring owners should
cooperate in allowing their lands to
be hunted by The public, he said.
Where extreme damage is being
done, and the damage is verified by
a state wildlife conservation officer, it is possible to obtain a
special permit to shoot deer out of
season. However, after a deer is
killed, the landowner is not allowed to keep the carcass for meat and
must call the officer for its
removal. That seems a shame
when many hunters would gladly
do the job id season. Servello said.

One-third of state farmers in major debt
More then one-third of Kentucky's commerical farmers have
dangerously high debt levels and 15
percent are technically insolvent,
Stcording to a study released by
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
The good news is that most of the
remaining two-thirds are almost
debt-free.
The study, based on data collected in the spring of 1986, found
that farmers in Western
Kentucky—especially dark tobaco
producers—have been hit hard by

the financial crisis that has plagued
agriculture worldwide for the past
several years, according to Jerry
Skees, University of Kentucky
agricultural economist who coordinated the study.
'We found that 37 percent of the
dark tobacco farmers were in
serious financial stress when our
data were collected. We suspect the
situation has deteriorated since we
started the study,:' Skees said.
Cash grain farmers also were
toward the top of the list of indebtedness, with 41 percent in
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distress and 18 percent functionally bankrupt. Skees said.
"Government programs for dark
tobacco and international trade
shifts for grain purchases have
changed substantially during the
last few years. As a consequence.
the decision to buy more land—as
many farmers did in the late
1970s—turned sour," Skees said.
The research team also found
that farmers between 25 and 34
have the highest percentage of
debt, with close to 48 percent in the
high debt category. Nearly 35 percent of the farmers between 35 and
44 have high debt problems and one
out of five farmers in the 45 to 54
age group were financially
precarious, Skees said.
"With a full generation of
farmers in such financial peril, the
possibility exists that in a few years
we will have a cadre of farmers
who are either very old or very
young, with few middle-aged
farmers, as those in debt leave farming for other types of jobs," Skees
said.
High farm debt, however, does
not appear to be a scenario all
farmers are facing. Overall, 60 percent of the farmers in the state
have essentially no debt at all,
Skees said.
"Our study found that beef
farmers are the most financially
stable commodity group with nearly 75 percent being debt free: only
a little over 1 percent are in the insolvent category." the economist
said.

Rural counties in the Midwest
Total number of counties
Counties with population loss than 50,000
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Crop yields forecast hits slide
As a result of above-normal
temperatures and below-normal
precipitation in August, the Sept. 1
forecast for crop yields is reduced
from the August predictions.
"Soybeans and pastures show the
sharpest decline in condition," said
Agriculture Commissioner David
Boswell. "Rain right now will help
the pastures and late planted corn
and soybeans boost their potential.
Burley seems to be in good shape
with more than 80 percent of the
crop cut and in barns."
Soybean yields, especially late
planted beans, are heavily dependent on favorable August and
September weather for growth.
Because of the August weather conditions, the forecast for soybean
production is down 12 percent from
last month to 30.6 million bushels.
This is 18 percent below the 1986
yield.
As of Sept. 4, the condition of the
crop was rated 4 percent very poor.

26 percent poor, 52 percent fair and
only 18 percent good by reporters
for the Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics Service.
Rain would still help late beans,
but nearly one-fourth of the soybeans have reached the shedding
leaves stage of maturity or beyond
Right now., farmers can expect 30
bushels per acre from their crop.
Soybean production for the nation is expected to total 1.96 billion
bushels, down 2 percent from last
month. In 1986. 2.01 billion bushels
were produced.
Corn for, grain production is
forecast at 117.3 million bushels, 3
percent below the Aug. 1 forecast
and 16 percent less than 1986.
Corn harvest is underway in
many areas, and early yields are
good to excellent. The average
yield is forecast at 102 bushels per
acre. Acres planted to corn are
down 25 percent from a year ago

Corn production for the nation is
forecast at 7.14 billion bushels. This
is slightly down from last month's
forecast of 7.23 billion bushels and
considerably lower than the 8.25
billion bushels produced in 1986.
Per-acre yield is forecast at 119.9
bushels.
Burley production is still expected to reach 315 million pounds.
10 percent more than 1986. With
cutting more than 80 percent complete, the 1987 harvest season will
be one of the..earliest on. record...
Yields are reported as variable.
Dark tobacco is expected to be
down nearly 40 percent from 1986
because of sharply reduced
acreage allotments and slightly
lower yields.
Burley production in the eight
state Burley Belt is expected to
total 472 million pounds. This compares with 407.9 million pounds produced in 1986.

Kentucky to honor `Farm Safety Week'
Farm Safety Makes Good SenSe
is the theme for this year's Farm
Safety Week in Kentucky.
In proclaiming the week. Sept.
20-26, Gov. Martha Layne Collins
pointed out the need for farm
families and farm workers to be
more aware of the hazards on the
farm.
"Many accidents and illnesses on
the farm can be prevented by using protective equipment and by
having family and employees
follow health and safety guidelines
and exercise appropriate care in all
farm activities," the proclamation
stated.
Agriculture has one of the highest

COX ELECTRIC
MOTOR REPAIR
Farmers, now's your
busy season! Bring your
motors in for repair and
we'll have it back the next
day!
ONE-DAY
GUARANTEED
SERVICE
Accepted Anytime
201 S 7th St. 753 1900
(Across from Parker Ford Body Shoro

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

In the race for energy efficiency, there's a clear winner. Electricity is the most efficient energy source available. The best
gas furnace is only about 90% efficient. Electricity is at least
100% efficient and more economical if you install an electric
heat pump. A heat pump produces more energy than it consumes, meaning operating costs may be substantially lower
than with gas.
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accident death rates among the nation's map:if-industries. In 1986, nationwide there were 170,000 disabling injuries on the farm and about
1,700 farm-related deaths.
An average of 70 Kentuckians
lose their lives each year in farming accidents. Many more are
seriously injured or disabled.
"Following good safety practices
at home and on the farm is an inyestment in accident and illness
prevention," said Agriculture Commissioner
David
Boswell.
"Farmers' should be aware that
taking safety precautions in their
work isn't expensive. It doesn't cost
any more to read instructions, take
time to check out equipment or give
instructions to workers before
beginning their tasks. The costs of
safeguards that must be purchased for equipment are almost

negligible compared to what they
could save. Who can put a dollar
value on life?"
During Farm Safety Week. it
makes good sense to make accident
and illness prevention a management goal for your operation during the coming year.
Remember. it doesn't cost any
more to:
'Read and follow instructions in
operator's manuals and on product
labels.
'Keep informed about safety and
health
'Buy safe products and take good
care of them.
'Inspect equipment and facilities
periodically for hazards or needed
repairs.
'Be prepared for medical, accident,
fire
and
weather
emergencies.

Pa\ducah Livestock Auction report
Cattle 1310 - Compared to last
week Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested.
Cows 1.00-2.00 Higher, Bulls
steady, Calves and Vealers steady.
Feeder Steers steady-2.00 Higher
advance on weights over 500 lb.,
Heifers steady.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility and Commercial 2-4 40.50-45.00.
Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3
38.75-45.00, Cutter 1-2 37.00-42.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1
1695-1760 lb. indicating 80-81 Carcass boning percent 56.00-56.25.
Yield grade 1-2 1075-1735 lb. indicating 77-79 percent 50.00-55.75
Slaughter Calves and Vealer:
Choice 200-250 lb. Vealer 70.00-71.00,
Choice 330-360 lb. Calves 72.00,
Good 50.00-60.00

Feeders-Steers: Medium and
Large No. 1 130-260 lb. 99.00-126.00,
300-400 lb. 91.00-108.00, 400-500 lb.
85.00-94.00, 500-600 lb. 80.00-:,!.00, individual 92.00,600-700 lb. 74.00-80.50,
700-775 lb. 71.00-75.00 966 lb. 66.00,
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 67.00-85.00,
most 71.00-77.00, 500-650 lb.
67.00-81.00, Large No. 2 400-492 lb.
71.00-84.00, 500-650 lb. 67.00-81.00,
Small No. 1 255-500 lb. 62.00-80.00,
500-600 lb. 70.00-79.00
Heifers: Medium and Large No.
1 130-270 lb. 400-100.00, 300-400 lb.
73.00-86.00 400-500 lb. 75.00-82.00
500-600 lb. 69.00-80.00, most
70.00-75.00, few 600-700 lb.
62.00-68.00, few 700-750 lb.
64.00-66.00, Medium No. 2 300-500 lb.
62.00-74.00, Large No. 2300-500 lb.
62.00-70.00, 510 lb. 70.00
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Electricity t3 Cleaner than gas and there's no open flame
with electricity, so there's less danger heating your home and
water or cooking.

Shirts

Electricity delivers more even heating and is less subject to
price fluctuation than gas.
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Call your Rural Electric Cooperative and join the winning
team - Electricity.
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Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

For $379

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525
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The 10th of each month is a v▪ ery Important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.

Services Offered:
•
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Four added to staff in Fine Arts and
Communication Department at MSU
A band director, gallery director
and radio announcer/producer,
along with a faculty member in the
Department of Speech Cornmunication and Theatre, make up
the new faces in the College of Fine
Arts and Communication at Murray State University for 1987-88.
They are:
Jim Wright, visiting assistant
professor and marching band
director, Department of Music.
Roy Davis, director of university art galleries, Department of Art.
Michael J. Rathke, announcer/producer for WKMS-FM
radio, the National Public Radio.
affiliated campus station.
Dr. Pat Comeaux, associate professor, Department of Speech Communication and Theatre.
Wright, whose hometown is
Centerville, Tenn., was the assistant band director in 1986-87 at
Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo. His responsibilities
also include assistant director of
bands and teaching music
education.
He earned the B.S. degree at
Austin Peay State University and
the M.M.E. at Murray State.

Davis, who directs the activities
of both Eagle Gallery in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center and the Curris
Center gallery, was formerly the
assistant director of the Montclair
N.J. Art Museum. His hometown
is Junction City.
He earned the B.S. at the University of Dayton/Dayton Art Institute
and the M.S. at Pratt Institute. His
teaching specializations are
museum and gallery management
and arts administrat4on.
Rathke, who earned the B.A.
degree at the University of North
Dakota, formerly worked in audio
and video production for Northcoast Communication in Fargo,
N.D. His hometown is Grand
Forks, N.D.
Ms. Comeaux, whose hometown
is Lafayette, La., teaches interpersonal and organizational communication and communication
education. She was on the faculty
in 1986-87 at the University of
Southwestern Louisiana.
She earned the B.A. degree at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana, the M.A. at the University of
Arkansas and the Ph.D. at
Southern Illinois University.

Scuba class to be offered at MSU
An open-water scuba diving
course will be offered at Murray
State University on Saturday mornings and Tuesday evenings for

five weeks, beginning Sept. 29.
Students may register at an
organizational meeting at 6 p.m
Tuesday, Sept. 29, in Room 105 of
the Carr Health Building
The class will meet from 8 a.m.
to noon on Saturdays and 6 to 9 p.m.
on Tuesdays. Students must complete open water check-out dives at
the conclusion of the course.

Those who complete the course
will earn national certification by
the Professional Association of Diving Instructors.
Students must provide their own
fins, mask and snorkel. All other
equipment and materials v.11)45neluded in the course cost.
Interested persons may obtain
additional information or preregister for the course by calling
Ross Meloan at 762-6831 or 753-0387,
Dale Bucy at 753-6811 or Carl Trella
at 247-3538.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — Miss
Michigan, Kaye Lani Rae Rafko, a
registered nurse who shook up the
talent competition and danced her
way into the judges' hearts, was
named the 1968 Miss America on

Southwest
90°.

Saturday night.
The first runner-up was Miss
Louisiana Patricia Brant, 23, of
Monroe; the second runner-up was
Miss Nevada Stacie James, 23, of
Las Vegas; the third runner-up was
Miss Colorado La Tanya R. Hall,
22, of Boulder; and the fourth

Southeast
87%

Chicago TN('Graphic;
SOurca. U.S Dopanment
of Commarce

Western Lakes Region reaps
benefits of receiving honor
The Western Lakes Region is a
nice place to visit and you would
want to live there.
The Lakes Region received national publicity recently when it
was listed as the top retirement
spot in the country by the publication "Rand McNally's Retirement
Places Rated." State tourism officials say the distinction calls attention to the importance of
tourism in the region.
"The Lakes Region is a prime
recreation area," said Mimi Lewis,
commissioner of the Department of
Travel Development. "It attracts
visitors from throughout the
Midwest to enjoy boating, fishing,
hiking and other outdoor activities."
Department statistics show
travelers spent $170.2 million in the
15-county region last year. This
was a 4.2 percent increase over
1985, after inflation is taken into
account—

Communities around Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley are
devoting more effort to capturing
a share of the tourist dollar, Lewis
said. Murray recently attracted the
National Boy Scout Museum, and
Paducah has seen an increase in
tourism because of a successful
downtown renovation project. The
region also boasts a number of active tourism marketing organizations. a key to local growth, Lewis
noted.
Tourism Secretary Wendell
Combs said he hopes the publicity
will translate into more tourism activity for the region, and for the rest
,of Kentucky.
Referring to criteria used in
rating the retirement spots, he
said, -It stands to reason that an
area that has a low crime rate,
abundant recreational facilities,
and a favorable climate would also
be a good place to spend a vacation.

Hog Market report listed
e6ers1 Mate Market .
.....•Sersier ..lept.ember
2i. Hall FtentuelL) Pur, has.. tres Hog Market
iteport Include* 4 But,lag Stations Itecelpta. %rt.
1g63 Est. 730 Harrou•• 1.111. stead, Sows dead)
to LSO Witter
111 1 2 210 LW lb.
551.00 31.25
1.14 1 2 tee DLO lb*
1141.00.51.00
1 i 1 3 tHl 150 lb.
150.50 31.00

549.50-50.30

3 4 250 210 lb.
Sows
154 Ii
tt 1-3 310-450
ISIS 4641-MO lbw.
1.54 1.3500-004)
54 3 300 500 lb.
Boars $311.00-42.011

rro.3.50

543.0044.50
143.00-44.00
143.00.44.00
1.47.011 30.00
542 1111 43.011

runner-up was Miss Mississippi
Toni Seawright, 23, of Moss Point,
the first black Miss Mississippi.
The 24-year-old Rafko, of
Monroe, Mich., was crowned Miss
America 1988 by last year's winner,
Kellye Cash, 22, of Memphis, Tenn.
The green-eyed brunette said she
would make a different Miss America because her job has prepared
her "spiritually, emotionally, physically and mentally."
She said she hopes to obtain her
master's degree in oncology and
hemotology and would like to

NEW YORK ,4AP) — Michael
Stewart, who won Tony awards as
the author of the smash Broadway
musicals "Bye Bye Birdie" and
"Hello. Dolly!". died of
pneumonia Sunday at Mount Sinai
Medical Center. He was 63.
Starting in 1953. Stewart wrote
numerous books and lyrics for
Broadway musicals. Among them
Was "I Love My Wife," written in
1977. He wrote the lyrics for "Barnum" in 1980. and helped write

This fall, The Disney Channel has a full schedule of entertaining programs that make the
grade for everyone. Adults and kids alike. Exclusive prime time series and miniseries. Premiere movies. Exciting specials. 1,)isney classics, including the world television premiere
of
Walt Disney's "Sleeping Beauty." And much more.
Enroll your family in The Disney Channel today Don't miss out on our Back-to-School
Sale.

IA The

Bel-Air Center

fr,
isNtio Channel

CABLE
VLS1'N
Murray

753-5005
I

"42nd Street" in 1980 in collaboration with Mark Bramble.
Stewart was born on Aug. 1,
1924, in New York City. He went to
Queens College and obtained a
master's degree in fine arts from
Yale University in 1953.
In the 1950s, he also helped write
Sid Caesar's "Your Show of
Shows" with other writers such as
Neil Simon, Mel Brooks and Carl
Reiner.
He is survived by his mother, a
sister and a brother.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"For easy things. that may be got at
will.
Most sorts of men do set but little
store."
— Edmund Spenser

"A thought which does not result in
an action is nothing much, and an
action which does not proceed from
a thought is nothing at all."
— Georges Bernanos.

Yours Absolutely FREE when you subscribe to the
Disney Clustukel.

manage a hospice program.
She had one of the pageant's
more unusual talents — performing
a Hawaiian-Tahitian dance in traditional garb.

Author Stewart dies Sunday

At a European tournament some
years ago, it was an easy matter for
most to reach the grand slam. It
was less easy to make it; very few
players solved the puzzle.
Most declarers played for the
hearts to behave(about a 68 percent
chance). They drew trumps and
peeled off the top hearts, but West's
discard brought them to the tips of
their chairs. With only one entry left
in dummy.South could establish the
hearts but couldn't get back to cash
them. So much for 68 percent
chances.
Those who solved the problem
looked far ahead and cashed only
the spade king after winning the diamond ace. When spades turned out
not to be 4-0, the heart ace was
cashed and a trump was led to dummy's 10. Dummy's high diamond
came next, and on it South deposited
his remaining high heart. A low
heart was ruffed high and a trump
to dummy's ace drew West's last
trump. Another low heart was
ruffed to establish the suit, and the
club ace and a club ruff put the lead
in dummy, where the rest of the
hearts were reeled off.
It's a difficult hand only if one
doesn't see the "simple" solution.

Subscribe now to The Disney Channel
and get a FREE installation.
Plus a handy Back-To-School Kit.
A $30 Value,

KAYE LAM RAE RAFRO
From a different mold

A lazy man's defense consists
mainly in making the play that appears not to cost a trick. Often there
is a hidden cost: today's hand offers
a good example.
East wins his diamond ace and
when South's king drops. a diamond
return is very attractive. Not only
does it force South to use a trump.
but it doesn't give away a trick —
well, not an immediate trick.
If East follows this course of least
resistance. South ruffs the diamond
return and crosses to dummy's
trump king to take a losing club finesse. Back comes another diamond
to force another trump. but it
doesn't hurt. South draws the
trumps, collecting six trump winner's to go with four clubs to total 10
tricks.
East beats the game if he makes
the winning play at trick two. The
bidding marks South with an excellent trump suit, one that should survive the forcing game. Therefore,
East's best chance is to play for two
spade winners before dummy's
'clubs are ready to run.
Instead of returning a diamond,
East should shift to the spade jack
at trick two. Dummy wins but the
game loses. When West gets in with
his king of clubs, he returns a spade
and the defenders enjoy two spades,
a club and a diamond for one down.

NORTH
9-19-A
4 A 10 6 5
•Q 7 6 5 4 2
•K Q
49
WEST
EAST
.943
42
IP 8
•J 10 9 3
•J 10 9 8
•7 6 5 4 3 2
4 K J 10 7 4
43 2
SOUTH
•K Q J 8 7
•A K
•A
4A Q 8 6 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
24
Pass
34
Pass
4 NT
Pass
Pass
5•
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
74
All pass
Opening lead: Diamond jack
BID WITH THE ACES
9-19-B

South holds: •A 10 6 5
@765 4 2
•K Q
49
North South

14

1V

1 NT

9

ANSWER: Three hearts. Not a very
robust suit to jump in; however, the
six-card major and invitational values justify a move toward game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
1.2363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, 1987, United Feature Syndicate

NORTH

9 21 A

•K 8
•K
•8 6 5 3
Q J 10 9 8
WEST
EAST
46 3 2
•A J 10 9
V654
•7 3 2
•Q J 10 9 2
•A 7 4
4K 5
46 4 3
SOUTH
.754
•A Q J 10 98
•K
•A 72
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
1•
2V
34
4,

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
24
2 NT
3.
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Diamond queen.
LEAD WITH THE ACES
9 21 B

South holds 4 Q 10 5
V A J 10
•9 8 7 3 2
483
East
South
West
I•
Pass
24
2 111
Pass • 3•
-4•
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Diamond nine
sive against games likely
bad breaks.

North
Pass
Pass
Pass
Be pasto suffer

Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
12363 Dallas, Texas 75225. with self addrevord
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1987 United Feature Syndicate
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Lega

Legal

1

L
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1

ega

Legal

1

L

e

a

I

1

Lega

Receipts:
$140,918.17
2,184.76
5,042.62
28,454.00
$176,598.95

$89,519.97
18,492.92
35,765.36
30,259.80
8,371.28

TOTAL

$182,409.33

Excess of Expenditures

aVer Receipts

$5,810.38

Beginning fund balance July 1, 1986

$28,598.58

Ending fund balance June 30, 1987

2

Notice

Roy's
Discount
Pharmacy

2

Notice

Jewelry Repair

NOW
OPEN
Almo
Restaurant

Necklace's. rings.
bracelets, etc
Ask For Jenny
753-2380

Under NEW
Management
6 a.m.-7 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

now has

ld

Notice

Notice

2

Earn Extra Cash
for Christmas!
Average $9 and up an
hour demonstrating
Christmas Around the
World
Call 527.1162

Thanks
to you...
it works...
for
ALL OF US

FOR

all vour Stanley
needs, cleaning sup
plies, gift items, also a
fine line of cosmetics
and fragrances xl favo
rite degreaser on sale
for $.4.99 through HI,
month of October
Please call 753-9875.
THE Gold Nugget
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

2

Notice

Opening Tuesday
Sept. 8th

Carolyn's
Corner
Located inside
Uncle Jeff's
new g 'ta,re
F,nancIng available
753-6575

2

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old. it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy For
free information call

'0
0

United Way

I* GOING TO THE
HOSPITAL TO HAVE
A MOLE REMOVE

-free local claim service"

c 04.

Monday

Saturday

(4
16
kftwiti

9-21
471 /
1

0
11%

'416

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

BLOPIDIE

usztizzizras
REALLY, DONA „ >Cu Fr
OfILINEN HAVE 54.4 wE
MA6 meTiON5!
YE5,
HAVEN T THEY

"Here ore the blueprints. Now look. This is going
to be the liberty Bell, so we obviously expect
that II be forged with great diligence and skill"

f

2001 to 2100
2101 to 7200

6 60
*96

6.02
6.26

to 2300
to 2400

to 2500

'4.501 to 8600
6601 to 8700
8701 (0 6400
8601 to 8900
8901 to 9000
9001 to 9100
9101 to 9200
9201 to 9300
9301 to 9400
9401 to 9500
9501 to 9600
9601 to 9700
9701 to 9600
9601 to 9900
9001 to 10000
10001 to 10100
10101 to 10200
10201 UD 10300
10301 to 10400
10401 to 10500
10601 to 10600
10601 to 10700
10701 to 10800
10601 to 10900
10901 to 11000
11001 to 11100
11101 to 11200
11201 to 11c060
11301 to 11400
11401 to 11500
11501 to 11600
11601 to 11700 _
11701 to 11800
11801 to 11900
11901 to 12000
12001 to 12100
12101 to 12200
12201 to 12300
12301 to 12400
12401 to 12500

1261)1 to lieeo
12601 to 127019
12701 to 12600
121401 to 12900
12901 to 13000
13001 to 13100
13101 to 13200
1320110 13300
13301 to 13400
13401 to 13500
13501 to 13600
13601 to 13700
13701 to 13800
13801 to 13900
13901 to 14000

INCOME OF
$700 WEEK OF

BEETLE BAILEY

%4$.r
5.78

8.401 to 8.500

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

COUNTRY Jean s has
acid leans by Lawman
Manisha. Pressia and
Help Wanted
6
stone 'washed by Law
man. Guess. Lee and ACTIVITIES assistant
Zena Jeans, $10 Large part time, 20 hours
Weekly, must be flex'
selection sizes 1 16
Close out on all ble, enthusiastic. ex
. childrens jeans $9 S12 perienced in geria-tri
$14. Size 4T,18 Hwy .94 Programs Call tor appotntment Fern
East, 759 1062 Open
LONAT IF WE DO
YOU'VE ALREADY
Mon Thurs
after Terrace Lodge 753 7109
QPR WORST'
DONE YOUR WORST
4P.M . Fri and Sat
EOE
10A.M 5P M.
PART Time
FULL
rier roll taking
• $180
photographs, ex
AMERICA'S 01
perience unnecessary
35MM camera and film
COFFEE
thai
Supplied free 1 416 482
tTOP NAME IN U.S.A.
td:
2100 Days
Eve's
WHOLESALE ROUTE. -,Wknd Ext 0454
Restock From Car
Christian
NEEDED
babysitter for 8 week
Work Own Hours
old child, starting Oct
$4000 Investment
1 Send self addressed
ught peasant. high profit RoUTE stamped envelope to
business restocking FROM CAR
P 0 Box 1040 F
local outlets with biggest name .r
NEED a job? 4 openings
coffee inchistry W YEAR OLD
now. You may qualify
PRODUCT stocked by every major
food store Enjoys lifetime repeat
if
(1)you do not have
busmess
GED or your high
Must aspire up to
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 31
You are between ages 16
8 21. We are a EOE
TRASH applications NOT con
This project is funded
odered'hnerowwsgnunedONLY
by the Western Ky
to strictly 1UALIFIED pre
Private Industry
screened applicants submitting at
ARE YOO EVER
GUESS
IT'S HARI? TO BE SERI005
j time of responding to ad , all the
Council
JTPA
Call
SERIOUS,
NOT
WHEN YOU'RE NAKEP!
following
J.T.P.A Out Of School
GARFIELP?
lip Time available to service ac
753 9378 between 8 30
counts .Days
Evenings
C.)
1200 5 days a week.
Weekends
PART time teachers
2P
MUST
INCLUDE
DOCUMENTED PROOF of re•
needed Male and -fern
quired $4000 for uc.entory NOW.LN
ale, no experience
BANK AT TIME OF RESPON
necessary, will train
DING TO Al)
Call Thurman School of
.3. Year'
-ar and Phone Number
Dance, 753'79756 or ,753
Write Bon Ibin-N o this paper
5950
RADIOGRAPHER
Licensed in Kentucky,
contract from 10 10 87 to
Murray Ledger
06 30 88. Contact Ken
tucky State Penitenti
&
Times
AFTER THAT I'M
YOU'LL DO ANYTHING
ary, P.O. Box 128,
GOING TO HAVE
Business Hours: Eddyville, Kentucky
TO LEAVE THE ARMY,
SOME WISPOM
EVEN IF IT's iPl ESiT.5
42038 Business Office or
-Friday
TEETH PULLED
call 502 388 2211 Ext. 204
,
64-112 PIECES
.411
Lisa Adams for job
8a.m.-5p.m.
specifications. Inquire
by September 30, 1987
An Equal Opportunity
8a.m.- 1 2 noon
,UOVI
Employer M/F
WALFF.X
C14416

Will Clean House or Office
Call 753-6298
or 753-3781
CM=
ALL RIGHT, TEAM,T1415
15 OUR LAST GAME OF
TI4E SEASON! LET'S
ALL DO OUR BEST!

S23.532.58

2

Coot of

Nsier
8.23

to 2600
to 2700
to 2800
to 2900
to 3000
to 3100
to 3200
to 1300
to 3400
to 3500
to 3600
to 3700
to 1800
to 3900
UP 4000
to 4100
410 to 4200
4201 to 4300
4301 to 4400
4401 to 45000
4501 to 4600
4601 to 4700
4701 to 4800
4601 to 4900
4901 to 5000
5001 to 5100
5101 to 5200
5201 to 5300
5.301 to 5400
5401 to 5500
5501 to 5600
5601 to 5700
5701 to 5600
5801 to 5900
5901 to 6000
6001 to 6100
6101 to 6200
6201(0 6300
6301 to 6400
6401 to 6500
6501 to 6600
6601 to 6700
6701 to 6800
6601 UP 6900
6901 to 7000
7001 40 7109
7101 to 7200
7201 to 7300
7301 to 7400
7401 to 7500
7501 to 7600
7601 to 7700
7701 to 7800
7801 to 7900
7901 to 8000
8001 to 6100
8100 to 8200 ,.
1(201 t0.8300
8301 to 8400

Summary financial statement for Calloway County Public Library District for fiscal period July 1, 1986 toJune 30, 1987:

Expenditures'
Personnel
Books and materials
Operating
Capital outlay
Debt retirement

Legal

Coot of

2201
2301
2401
2301
2601
2701
2601
2901
3001
3101
3201
3301
3401
3501
3601
3701
1801
3901
4001

Walter L. Apperson, 1511 Chaucer, Murray, KY 42071
Robert Martin, 1521 Canterbury, Murray, KY 42071
Charles S. Foster, 1200 Crestwood Pl., Murray. KY 42071
Elsie Parker, Rt. 7, Box 16, Murray, KY 42071
Frank Doran, 2009 Elmbrook Ct., Murray. KY 42071

TOTAL

1

Ur aier l'aed
0 to 2000

Gallows of

Margaret Trevathan, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
Carolyn Adams, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071

Taxes
Fines
Miscellaneous
Kentucky state grants

egal

10 Bumness Opportunity

Water & Sewer Rates For The
South 641 Water District
Hazel, Ky. 42049

CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Statement
In accordance with Chapter 6.5 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes the following information and supporting data
may be inspected by the general public at 710 Main Street from September 21. 1987, thru September 24, 1987 between the
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
Director
Assistant Director
Board of Trustees:
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Member

L

1

6

Help

Wanted

GENERAL office work
Must be able to type
file and answer the
phone
Must work
weekends Call 354 6376
trom 9A M 5P M
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title.
Write: ACE 187B, 2
Pima, Naperville, IL.
60540
GREENHOUSE worker
Apply at
needed
Shirley Florist and
garden Center
No
phone calls
WAITRESS needed af
The New Hong Kong
Restaurant Apply in
person between the
hours of 3 to 8P.M. No
phone calls please.
WANTED
Legal
secretary with pro
ficient word processing
skills, working
knowledge of legal pro
cedures and court rules
a plus All inquiries kept
confidential. Send re
sume to P 0. Box
1040 K, Murray.
WANTED
Outdoor
minded men and
women who want to
make money salary
steady employment
complete training. Call
Monday through Friday
for appointment
10A. M. 4P.M, 901 232
8227, Mr. Jackson.
WANTED: experienced
reporter for weekly
newspaper. Must have
and be proficient in the
use of a 35mm camera.
Must be experienced in
dark room work Send
resume to P.O. Box 410,
Benton, Ky. 42025

9 30
9 65
1001)
10.35
10 70
11 05
11 40
3175
12 10
12 45
12.80
13 15
13 50
13 65
14 20
14 55
14 90
15 25
1560
1596
16 30
16 65
1700

1736
17 70
18 05
18 40
18 75
19 06
19 35
1968.
19 95
20 25
20 55
20 8.5
21 15
21 45

21 75°
'2206
22 35
22 65
22 96

2325
21 55
2386
24 15
24 45
24 75
2606
25 35
25 65
25 96
2€'46'
26 55

26 kb
27 15
27 45
27 75
26 06
21. 33
26 65
28 95
29 25
29 55
29 85
30 15
30 45
30 75
31 06
31 15
31 65
31 96
32 25
3256
32 85
1315
33 45
33 75
34 00
3426
34 30
34 75
35 00
35 25
15 50
15 75
36 00
36 25
36 50
36 75
37 00
37 25
37 50
3715
36.00
38 25
36 50
38 75
39 00
49 25
36 50
39 75
40 00
40 25
40.50
40 75
-41 00
41 25
4151)
41 75
420(1
42.25
42 50
42 75
43 00
43 25
43 50
43 75

6.51
6 75
700
7.24
7 49
7 74
7 98
823
8 47
8 72
8 96
921
945
9.70
9.04
10 19
10 43
10.68
10.92
11.16
11.41
11.65
11 90
12.15
12 39
12 64
12 AN
13 13
13 94
1356
13 76
13 97
14 18
14 39
14 60
14 81
15 02
15 23
15 44
15 65
15 86
16 07
1626
16 49
16 70
16 91
17 12
17 33
17 54
17 75
17 96
18 1.1,.
18 11'
18 59
18 tiO
19 01
19 22
19 43
19 64
1it 65

Rue
20 27
20 48
20 69
20 90
21 11
2133
21 33
21 74
21 96
22 16
2237
2258
1279
23 00
23 21
23 42
23 63
23 80
23*
24 15
2413
24 50
24 68
. 24 65
25 03
25 20
25 38
25 55
25 73
25 90
2608
26 25
26 43
26 60
26 78
26 95
27 15
27 30
27 48

MANAGER
NEEDED

Total
14 03
14 62
15 21
15 81
16 40
17 00
17_59
18 19
18 79
19 38
19914
20 57
21 17
21 76
22 36
2295
23 55
24 14
24 74
25 33

A representative Of
world's largest

he

lianufacturer of tire
protection and securiequipment now has
an immediatt opening
in the Muircb,
Up to $40,0,
the first \,.ear
plete
provided

Call 314-875-2508
ask for
Personnel Manager

25.03
26 52
7711
27 70
28 30
2891)
'2950
30(19
30 66
31 28
31 66
92 39
3291)
3.341
33 92
34 43
34 94
15 45
3598
36 47
3696
37 49
38 00
18 51
39 02
39 53
40 CM
4055
41 06
41 57
42(19.
4259
43 10
43 61
44 12
44 63
45 14
45 65
44 16
46 67
47 18
47 69
46 21t
46 71
49 22
49 73
50 24
50 75
51 26
51 77
52 26
52 79
53 30
53 81
54'12
54 83
5634
55 65
56 36
36 87
57 36
37 80
5h 25
56 65
5908
59 50
59 93
60 15
60 78
61 20
61 63
6206
6244
62 90
6,333
63 75
64 18
64 60
65 03
65 45
65 86
66 30
66 73
67 15
67 56
66 00
66 43
68 85
69 27
69 70
70 12
7058
7097
71 40
71 82
72 25
72 67
73 10
73 52
73 95
74 37
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Instruction

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAIL ER

A op,sEgi

ore flOOMONCII WORDED, Ow ww...
WOOOM fto NMI W
WSW
ppm. pt.

th.4. ,

POOIUMO

Accredrtaidaliernberr MATTE
Floarwlial Aid Avallabl•
AL LIANC
'spry/. VINPLOS 1.11.111,, •
11,0•11101.

Caa Toll Fro. AnytImo

1-800-334-1203
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Articles for

Sale

10 INCH GE electric
cook stove with self
'cleaning oven in excel
lent condition Also, GE
portable dishwasher,
good condition
Calf
753 5575
UPRIGHT grand piano
used Sears washer and
dryer, 3 month old
Sears 9 cu ft chest type
freezer /53 5764
WASHER and dryer,
$150
King automatic
wood stove $150 Call
436 2689
16

Horne

Furnishings

2 SETS of extra heavy
rugged built bunk beds,
extra clean mattresses
are included Call after
6P M 474 2386
QUEEN size waterbed
Phone 489 2710 after
5P M
19

Farm

Equipment

00 ALLIS Chalmer pot
type combine with auger
492 8850 or 753 8067
20

Sports

Equipment

EM I N G TON 870 12
gauge 3 inch Magnum, 2
barrels, imp Tyl and
mod Excellent condi
?ion 1375 Call 436 2863
22

Musical

IrATI5WIN Spinef
piano, Like new asking
$1500 753 3006 evenings
UPRIGHT piano $150
After 5P M 759 1288
24

Miscellaneous

1 GREAT recipe Mor
ning Glory Muffins
Send $2 plus self
addressed stamped en
'V 65
velope to Box 19, New
27 85
Concord, Ky 47076
28 00
SETTER built storage
28 16
buildings, now on Os
28 35
play at Treas in
28 52
2870
Murray 8'x17' starting
214417
at $585
Call L E
2906
Williams 489 2663
29 22
CHAIN saw sale Sach
29 40
Dolmars saws Exam
29 57
pie of the savings
29 75
Model 112, 3 1 Cu inch
2992
with 18" bar
now
30 10
$299 95 save 150. With 2
30 27
year warranty
Stokes
30 45
Tractor 753 1319
30 62
DIP ECT comics and
games. If interested
call 767 4305 ask for
Casey
Help Wanted
6
FIREWOOt for sale
LADY to live in with 437 4667
Room, FOR pens, pencils, yard
invalid lady
board and salary 759
sticks, ice scrapers,
1661
rain bonnets, caps,
MAN to do misc main
coffee mugs, calendars
tenance work at shop
and hundreds of other
ping center 30 35 flexi
advertising speciality
at
week
per
ble hours
items, contact Jim and
Applica
$4 50 per hour
Helen Cain, (502) 759
lion forms at M&G 1602
Center
G'ass, Dixieland
GLIDDEN latex wall
on Chestnut
paint. 5 gallon can,
$29.99. Get at Black's
9 Situation Wanted
Decorating Center, 701
HOUSECLEANING, S 4th St., Murray
reatonable rates, re
LARGE, large, large
ferences available 753
selection of storage
0684 or 247 5766
buildings in stock for
JOB needed Will work immediate delivery.
with elderly, house Acree Portable
cleaning, odds and
Buildings, Mayfield,
ends. 753 1980 ask for
Ky 502 247 7831
Gina.
MULCH for safe.
WE-v711737FUT
e-clean' Shredded hardwood,
ing work. 437 4988.
brown or black, small
amount or by the truck
WILL do house cleaning
load
Delivery availa
while your away. Call
ble Call Jerry 759 4808
753 7694 leave a
PUSH IT, PULL IT,
message
WILL keep children, DRAG IT, CARRY IT
newborns to 2 1 / 2. and we will give you $75
for your old mower in on
753 8161.
WOULD YOU LIKE TC5 a new Toro Stokes
Tractor 753 1319
COME HOME TO A
RON'S Muffler now has
CLEAN HOUSE? Re
SURE PULL trailer,
asonable rates: Excel
hitches. Heavy duty
lent references. Will
shocks for $15.95 each
also do laundry &
installed. Mufflers
ironing. Call 753 4339
Will
YOUNG male seeking $26 95 installed
change oil, filter with
clerical position in of
lube 514.95. 400 N. 4th St.
fice enviroment. Excel
753 3514.
lent typist and office
skills. Has previous WILL RO. Trailers.
office experience
Implement, stock and
Available for part time
horse. Introductory
or full time work Hours specials: 16' gooseneck
available: 4P M
stock trailer with bon
weekdays, weekends net $3043; 20' flatbed
any hours. Call im
with gooseneck $3446
mediately 437 4607 ask
B&G Equipment, 901
for Ronnie.
642 1242.

4

CLASSIFIEDS
24

Miscellaneous

bed mats for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks Stokes Tractor
753 1319
S'ET of Grand Am
radial tires and western
style chrome wheels,
Ford x195 701R131, $300,
Pioneer AM/FM
cassette radio, $125. 100
watt sparkomatic
equalizer booster, $25
527 3959
TORO push and self
propelled, side and rear
baggers Save up to $75
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
WHIRLPOOL side by
side refrigerator/
freezer. 16 cu ft , $300
492 8876
TV

Radio

LEASE TO OWN 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8101
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month
Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19"
color TV $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
27 Mobile Homes for Safe
1750, 2 BEDROOM,
good mattresses, hot
water heater, used 1
year. 1 owner, wheels
included
Good condi
lion ! Priced right
8A M 8P M 474 2382
12x70 MOBILE home
Central air, new natural
gas furnace, 3 be
drooms, 7 full baths,
deck. out buildings
Moving must sell • After
3 30P M 753 6875. •
14)(65 ALMOND Carib
bean mob-ile home,
utility pole, central heat
and air, washer and
dryer very nice cond.
lion 901 782 3513
14x70 MOBILE home on
large shaded lot in
county
7 bedroom
2
bath, dishwasher._ car
port, porch, central
heat and air
Call
759 1578
1974 12x60 TRAILER
on 100)(180 shaded lot 3
bedrooms 1 bath
all
electric and wood heat
Furnished and air con
ditioned
Negotiable,
$12,500 or best offer
after
Days 759 1111
IP M 759 1153
1979 12x60 MOBILE
home on well shaded
private lot with 2 large
storage buildings $11
000 437 4785
) BEDROOM 12)(60 in
Fox Meadows with shed
with electricity
S4000
753 7189
76 IWO WINDSOR
excellent condition
beautiful interior Also
1 acre of land with new
well and septic tank,
approximately 4
months old, asking $17,
000 for both 435 4510 or
.435 4568
,FOR sale cheap'
Trailer and large lot,
Anderson Shores. walk
to beach
Good year
round home School bus
and mail route
Call
753 0373
FOR sale or rent 2
bedroom trailer $125
per month or 12 500
1 901 885 5751
NICE 1984 Continental
mobile home 14x60 2
bedroom, 2 full baths,
cathedral ceilings Cali
after 8P M 753 0971

*Four Star *
Mobile Home
Repair
*,...b,71:r

4.4.01

*

horn. n.ds

28 Mobile Homes for Rent
) BEDROOM trailer. 3
miles east of Murray
Close to East Elemen
tary 436 2337
)OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209
1 BEDROOM, 1 1
bath. $175 a month plus
deposit 753 5123 any
time, leave a message.
FURNISHED 1 bed
room, couple Or single,
small quiet court, $100
per month. 753 8216
before 84.M. or after
5P M.
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trailer lots and trailers
for rent. 753 9866.
29. Heating and Cooling
FIREPLACE insert in
Phone
good condition
753 3188
30

Business

Rentals

)OR 4 car shop 753 9386
or. 753 4509
BUILDING suitable for
automotive mechanic
or clean up shop at 1222
Story Ave 3 overhead
doors, gas heat, office
and bathroom with or
without air compressor.
753 3018.
FOR rent
Office or
store space at Southside
Shopping Center Phone
753 6617 or 753 4509
32

Apts tor

43

Rent

Real Estate

FOR

RUBBER

26

32

Apts for

BEDROO-M apart
ment located at 1628 C
Moller Ave $120 rent
and deposit Call 753
3415, after 5P M 753
7123
1 BEDR-60-M apart
ment for rent at 307 1/2
Soutri 15th $135 per
month, water furnished
753 6143
1 OR 2 bedroom apar
tments Murray manor
Apartments 753 8668
Equal Housing
Opportuniiy
I or 2 BEDROOM
apartment near down
town Murray Call 753
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436 284.4
3 BEDROOM duplex,
1 1/2 bath, carpeted,
wood burning fireplace
436 2755.
.
7
. 31
)BEDROOM duple)
406 South 16th St $200 3
month Call 753 9918 or
753 6078 after 5P M
) ROOMMATES needed
to share expenses
Female preferred, neat
a must. Call after 5P M
753 760
LAKEFRONT apart
ment
2 bedrooms,
garage, kitchen with
appliances furnished
Lease and deposit re
quired No children or
pets
436 24 84 ,_or
753 7277
LARGE 1 bedroom
furnished apartment
$150 per month plus $15
month for utilities 436
7755
Nor
MUR Cal apts
thwood Dr 1, 1 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity

759 4984

NOW

renting 7 BR and
efficiency apts, partial
utilities at Embassy
Call 753 3530
N OW taking ap
plicalions for 1 and 2
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments Call 753 8211
E qual,Housing
Opportunity
TAICING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts , Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity
34

Houses for

Rent

I

BEDROOM near un
iversity 753 9562
1 BEDROOM house. 20
S 13th St . AC. gas heat
No pets
References
required
$300 per
month 753 4867
BEDROOM house in
country
Young farm
couple with baby or
retired couple or single
woman preferred
No
pets $150 per month
Call 753 8848 before
9P M
FOR rent or sale
bedroom A frame 436
2755
HARP 2 bedroom
duplex, central H A.
appliances furnished,
energy efficient,
Westwood Also, duplex
in Northwood Coleman
RE 753 9898
37

Livestock Supplies

BEAUTIFUL saddle
horses 5 year mare and
yearling filly, $1000
759 4414 Kenneth M
Beane owner.
FISH pond stocking
Catfish, lIybrid bluegill.
Bass, Crappie, Minnows
and Triploid grass carp
Delivery will be Mon
day, September 28,
Southern States Co OP,
Murray, 'Ky. (5021 753
1423 Time: 4 5P M call
your local store to order
or call toll free 1 800 643
8439
SIMMENTAL. and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen
tested
Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
Ky 522 8794
38

Pets Supplies

AK C registered poodle
puppies, $100 437 4785
PARAKEETS, $7 95,
Cockatiels, $49.95,
Conures, S49.95;
Senegal Parrot, $49.95;
Ring Neck Parakeet,
$39 95; and also Poodle
puppies. Paradise
Kennels 753-4106
SIAMESE kittens Seal
Point 6 weeks, litter
trained $35 759 1799.
41

Public Sales

1105 Elm St.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon. and Tues.
Sept. 21-22

CCHS Club
Garage Sale
Wednesday
12-2:30 p.m.
1515 Sycamore

44

Lots for

Sale

lots of
trees, septic system
Reduced price
Southwest area
753
5233 after 6P M
KENTUCKY Lake lot T
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500. Home .142 1770
or Off ice 4-42 3632 Ow
ner financing
NICE lot on 121. 111.4.
miles North on natural
gils lines 180x300 $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870

1 ACRES with

45

Farms for

Sale

18 ACRES ml, per
manent pasture, pond,
fencing, excellent,
building site. 4 miles
southeast on old Salem
road. $21,000. Financial
assistance possible for
qualified buyelr
527 0903
46

Homes for

Sale

1982 ENERGY saver
double wide, 22 acres,
stocked pond, ,10
minutes from Kentucky
Lake, 15 minutes
southeast of Murray
542.500 436 2105
2 BEDROOM brick,
walk out 12 basement,
502 Broad
Also
2
bedroom, 117 S 10th
Coleman RE 753 9898
1 BEDROOM 1 1/I
bath, central gas heat,
1308 Kirkwood Also, 3
bedroom 103 N
17th
Coleman RE 753 9898
BEAUTIFUL 4 bed
room, 2 bath, brick
home, 30x60 garage or
clean up shop, mground
-swimming pool, lots
more and 3 acres Call
Wilson Realty 753 3263 BY OWNER
New 3
bedroom, 1 bath home
in Canterbury Subdivi
sion
Attractive well
planned home. Must see
to appreciate Call 753
3903 after 4P M
columns on
each side of the drive
give a small estate
effect as you enter the
grounds_ This three
bedroom storybook
rancher makes a city
worker a country gen
tlemen on this 15 acres
with barns. Let us show
you the unique details
that make this property
such a good value Dial
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753 1492.
FOR sale 3 bedroom
brick. Good neighbor
hood, tastefully de
corated, fenced yard
Call after 5P.M for
appointment 753 7903.
FOR sale by owner
bedroom home, central
heat and air, fenced in
yard with 20x30 block
building for shop.
Priced in the 30's.
753 3052 or 492 8158.
NICE 3 bedroom home 5
miles west. Large
family room, 10 acres,
stock barn, pool, satel
lite antenna By owner.
489 2711.
THERE'S old fashioned
space and charm in this
I 1/2 story dutch col
onial. A crackling fire in
the fireplace, papered
dining room, colorful
stenciling, alcove bed
room make this one for
you. It is conveniently
located to shoppirig,
hospital and churches.
If you can pay rent, you
can own this home..,
priced in the 40's Cen
fury 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors' agent will
show you this one753 1492.

rvirRy

49

Yard Sale
Antique oak bed, tin
door
pie safe,
clothes, glassware,
and other outstan
ding articles

sale waterfronf
cottage, furnished, brick,
2 BR, large great room,
stone fireplace Many
windows view Blood
River & Ky. Lake. Center
Ridge Subdivision. Will
rent weekly or weekends
B Hibbard 615 966 4555
GOVERNMENT homes
arom $1 (U repair) also
tax delinquent & fore
closure properties
Available now. For
listing call 1 315 733 6062
Ext. (g) 2717.
1 want to buy my firsf
income property I have
no down payment Cali
Charlie 753 0765
LOT 180x125; Barkley
Lake, Canton Heights
Estates Beautiful, new
and sunsets extending
length of bay, $6000
901 946 1638 or 327 7522
nights

Used

Cars

FOR SALE

'86 Fleetwood
D'Elegance
Call 753-0844
after 6 p.m.

1964 CHEVY Impala, 2
door hard top. 283
engine, straight shift.
Runs good, all original.
Good for restoration.
• $800. Call after 5P.M.
474 2397.
105 LINCOLN Con
tinental, 1 owner, ex
cellent condition. Call
Gene Starks 753 2243 or
753 8267.
1975 PLYMOUTH
Valiant, full power, air,
4 door, slant 6, clean,
dependable, good con
dition. $850. 328 8931
after 4P.M.

Rent

1 & 2 bedroom apart
ments. Lease and de
posit. No pets. No
children. 753 9208

Clothing, furniture.
household and
gift items

1981 CHEVROLET Cita
lion, Am/FM stereo
cassette, A/C. Call after
Sp.M. 759-4751

49

Used

Miharay Ledger & Times
50

Cars

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From C61.11t. At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc
502 753 2617
1976 MAVERICK, Z
cylinder, automatic,
PS, air, excellent con
dition. $1050 See at
University Gulf, 5
Points or call 753 9181 or
753 8124.
1976 MUSTANG Ghia II,
Slight fire damage, 302
motor, less than 1 year
Old, 5400 527 3959.
1980 CADILLAC Seville,
loaded, 62,000 miles,
759 9921
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 2 door,
loaded, white letters,
moon roof, 62,000 miles
Rick's Vinyl Roof's
753 9872
1983 TRANS Am, red,
T tops, tilt, cruise,
power windows,
AM/FM stereo cass
ette, 39,000 - actual
miles, extra sharp!
$7900 759 1543 or 753
0509
1986 RED ford Cougar
Low mileage, new tires.
--Inquire after 6P M at
753 7605 or 753 0354
'74 LTD 436 5328
79 ELDORADO
Cadillac, medium size
car. 85,000 actual miles,
have all paper work.
Extra nice. 753 0572
'82 Ford Escort, red on
red $1000 753 6499
84 CELICA Supra, .ark
blue metalic, all ac
cessories, 40,000 miles
492 8783 or 753 8555
CADILLACS, Mer
cedes, Porsche, etc.
direct from Govern
ment. Seized in drug
raids. Available your
area Save Sthousands$
216 453 3000, including
Sunday, Ext A547
NISSAN 1984 anniver
sary Edition 300ZX,
only 5000 made, 5 speed,
loaded, 38,000 miles,
owner financing. 753
9240

Dan Taylor
forrrecv or Murray 4Porton]

Freddie Poo
,Forrnerly of Benten)

Chevrolet, Oldsmod*
Cad*,Inc. of
Pads, Ttl
New & Used
GM Executive
Program Vehicles
001-042-3000
Hwy. 70 W. - Parl•

50 .

Used

Trucks

1975 DODGE Maxi van,
318 auto , PS, PB, air,
good condition. $1950
753 9181 or 753-8124

Used

Trucks

53

Services Offered

53

1980 JEEP Cherokee
Wagoneer Looks runs
good, good rubber, p b ,
Steering, tilt, cruise,
Call 753 8124 or
air
753 0164
1981 CHEVROLET
SCOTTSDALE 3/4 ton,
PS, PB, air, 4 new tires,
305 4 barrel, slightly
bent frame 753 5382
after 3P M $3500
1983 FORD Ranger
pick up, 4 cyl , straight
shift, 61,000 miles
Phone 753 6349
1985 FORD Ranger,
dark charcoal, tan in
tenor. 2.3 It fuel iniec
tion, five speed over
drive, pioneer stereo
system, under 23,000
miles S4200 Cali 753
8444, 12 3.30P M
or
after 10.30P.M
79 FORD Super Cab
F 350 I ton truck, utility
bed, 460 engine, air,
automatic transmis
sion, 52,000 actual
miles 54500 753 5744
'83 FORD Ranger XL,
long wheel base with
camper top 489 2446

Services Offered

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning ap
pliances, offering ful:
service installation.
Also, fireplace repair.
*Chimney cleaning
'Masonry 'Damper
'Bird screen •Hoods.
436 5355.
A 1 STUMP Removal.
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide, Free
estimates. 753-0906.
ALL types of masonry
work, Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios.
Large or small jobs. 26
years experience.
Charles Barnett 7535476.

'85 Chrysler LeBaron...solid black, 2-door.
bucket seats, auto, full power and air, rear
defrost, tilt and cruise, sharpest on the lot
'85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door, local 1
owner, full power & air. A down payment of
$300 is probably all you will need to own this
car
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1•.. 1,66 . 600 141 141.

mm,
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MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
C 1111. 4E-

av

• S.

753-257 1

WINDOWS cleaned by
professional window
cleaner. 1 901 782 3670
(reverse charges). Walt
Solo Cottage Grove,
TN. Also, Beckett
baseball magazines
September issues for
sale.
55

Feed

and

Seed

KY 31 fescue seed Also,
wheat straw and hay 753
8156 or 753 6401
NK SEEDS alfalfa,
clover, pre annual rye
grass, fescue, timothy
and wheat Carraway
Farms, Neale Rd (off
111 south), 753 5522
56. Free Column
KITTENS, free to
home 753 3700

good

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - (Behind Bunny Breediji

•
44i
S.

911

voe Murray
Home & Auto
1./Sol

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

41:2

Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
tk_502-759-1158 days 502-753-7204 nights
24 Hr. Service Hwy 464 E., 1824 N., Almo, KY 42020
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair

Spouse Abuse
Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050

and Calloway County.

........prapir
753.8181

'

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trans and Carrier dealer
muff
for sales and servIc• In Murray
802 Chestnut,

Phone
753-2571

Atilkeue.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MI.il•NOII.4•

Also dating violence

Greg's Vinyl Tops
i

Poison Control
753_7588

753-9841
1

Center Dr off 641 N
old Boston Tea Party)
M -F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

•Pin

PH 502 759-4034 DAYS

502-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

Calloway County Rescue Squad

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

753-6952

HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
PT 2 BOX 45A

MURRAY. KY 42071

Starting A New Business?

1

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

CENTER
'

Rent the tools you need.

Murrav-Made Wq7c-1().,

Screens

rl
_-.".,
-

24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Call Us Tods'yt
Z
.JJ.11.1(R1 AlkISs A A.N.srm 14/E,s.
121 By-Pass

•.

Hill Electric

S,cling-Fenc,,)q

Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding -- Solar

ek
Irk

tih, _ •

Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

211 Main

753-8201

753-8407
-

MICHELIN
Neale Backhoe Service
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS MING
•
YOUR ORES.

'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van. .1
owner, full power & air, travel package that
makes the rear seat into a bed.

Inkra

oat sricg.
icuto

Police
911

TRUCKS & VANS

"li leerier Ii
it.. If Mt rs. If
)
our if er mm, Trierk

OHMS

And Save For A Handy Reference)

RENTAL SALES

Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car and truck company

liff

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner. too nice to
believe Must see to appreciate.

'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, new
off road tires, V-6, ready for the hunting
season, low mileage
'81 Jeep CJ5 .All Jeep. 6 cyl, 4WD, no
rust on body. Drives to appreciate

In
•drailepAgrraero we

Dial-A-Service

'77 Plymouth Fury...1 owner, 318 V-8, extra nice & clean See drive & even talk to
the previous owner. This one has been
cared for like a baby.

'87 Dodge D150. -automatic. full power &
air, local 1 owner, that needed a car instead
of a truck In perfect condition only 5.000
miles & balance of factory 7/70 warranty
Red & ready for you.
'86 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van...local
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in, 7 passenger
seating, 2 tone blue, full power & air. tilt.
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette.

Services Offered

KIM goohawa

kit......................

(Behind Rex Camp's Bac-khoe Service)

-753-5131

'85 Chrysler LeBaron GTS...local 1 owner,
20,000 miles, full power & air, AM/FM stereo
cassette, automatic Sporty or perfect family car
'85 VW Jetta...local 1 owner, air,- AM/FM
stereo cassette, low mileage

53

All Types Of:
IC
•
*
*
*
*
*

909.1ohnny Robertson Rd.
"Something for the collector in you"

CARS

PEPPERS

HONEST hard working
woman will clean
houses, offers reasona
ble rates, has excellent
references, call my
answering service at
753 3315
INSULATION blown in
by Sears_ TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827.
Satisfied reierences.
LICENSElli electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call. 436
2868 evenirigs.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Call G & A after 5P.M.
436-2617.
QUALITY
workmanship Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D. L. Poole,
435-4306.

Antiques

53. Services Offered

Services Otter's!

53

APPLIANCE
GUTTERING by Sears
SERVICE. Kenmore, Sears continuous gut
Westinghouse, ters installed for your
Whirlpool
27 years specifications. Call
experience. Parts ana
Sears 753 2310 for free
service. Bobby Hopper, estimate.
Bob's Appliance Ser
HAMILTON Cultured
vice, 202 S. 5th St
marble and tile. 643 Old
Business 753 4872, 436
Benton Rd 753 9400
5848 (home).
REPATP:
APPLIANCE
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dits
hwashers, re
Inter (.), a E_Aler,or
frigerators, etc. Earl
Doors. Windows
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
Underpinning, Gutters
5341.
Vinyl & Carpet
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
- Installed
blade work and bush
Leveling plumbing
hogging. Call 436 5430 or
sagged roofs & floors
753 0659.
repaired.
CHRIS'S. Counselor
Best prices
and advisor E.S.P and
quality results
card reading. 901 642
Sliding Glass Doors
7050 appointment only.
Complete & Installed
COLLEY Tree Service.
450 thru Oct. 31st
Keep your trees in
Lattice Decks from *250
shape by topping, prun
"Factory Experience
ing, deadwooding,
Building 4 Servicing
spraying, fertilizing, or
Mobile Homes
removal of unwanted
Boats Motors
52
*PHONE (502)492-8488 *
trees. Stump. removal.
15HP MARINER mo
Complete tree care. 14
ROCKY COLSON Home
tor, aluminum boat and
years experience. Free
Repair. Roofing, siding,
trailer, Hummingbird
estimates. 753-0366.
painting, plumbing,
LCR 2000 depth finder,
CONCRETE drive
concrete. Free es
$800 Excellent condi
ways, patios, brick and timates. Call 474 1307 or
tion. Evenings 753 3716
block work. CALL 502 753-6973
1985 15 PROCRAFT bass
492 8160.
boat, 60 h.p. Mercury,
SEWING Machine Re•
power trim & tilt. Also, MITCHELL Paving
pair. Al' makes and
parking
Driveways,
Mercury trolling motor &
models. Home & In
coating
and
lots,
seal
depth finder, like new.
dustrial. Bag closing
Also,
striping.
Call 753-1775.
machines. Also scissor
1987 BAYLINER 1816 limestone, gravel, top sharciening. 40 yrs.
grading.
Phone experience. All work
soil and
Fish N Ski with 125HP
boat has very low hours 753 1537.
guaranteed. Kenneth
FENCE sales at
and may options in
Barnhill, 753-2674,
cluding mooring cover, now. Call Sears 753-2310 Stella, Ky.
stainless steel prop, for free estimate for WET BASEMENT? We
your needs.
extra prop, automatic
make wet basements
battery charger, FOR most any type dry. Work completely
pedestal fishing seats, driveway white rock guaranteed. Call or
marine radio, AM/FM
also, any type gravel, write M&rgan Concassette stereo, LCD dirt and sand call Roger struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
5000 depth finder, CB
Hudson, 753 4545 or 4094, Paducah, Ky.
radio, life jackets, 753-6763.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
bumpers, custom
trailer with mag
wheels, swivel jack and
NOW OPEN.''
much more. Still under
warranty_ 59800
502-898.2094.
Dottie's

The Pride is back in Paris...
Even in the used car department'

0
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Randy Neale
owner

753-1489

atue*** Up !or Satiny!

111
,
I1
..,

xis

- .J

..,

Bob Dial
15021 489-2739

Robert Dial
502i 489-2153

,

CARROLL
Tire &

,0o

502-489-2470
Call after 4 p.m.

No Job Too Small

Wheel Alignment

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
Decks,

.Computerized
'info R" Wh"el
A lignmen'
Wheel
Balancing
Murray, K,'
1105 Pogue

-

Garages & Additions
Remodeling,
Garage Doors, Openers tir Repair

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service

call: 753-1916
NIonday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

04•14446 660pre
Mow
.1 •6
le/ •

5
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Clinic may save lives
The fall is a difficult season for
You if you have pollen allergies
and this problem further corn
plicates matters if you are one of
the nine million Americans who
suffer from asthma
During this allergy season is a
good time for you to learn how to
better cope with asthma and emphysema at the Asthma Clinic
held by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Respiratory
Theraphy Deparment according
to the department's medical
director, Dr. Dan Miller, internal
medicine specialist.
The Asthma Clinic will be held
on Saturday, October 3 from 8:30
a.m. till noon in the Murray
Calloway County Hospital Third
Floor Classroom. Dr. Miller will
speak on asthma and emphysema as diseases. John
Weatherly,
director
of
respiratory
therapy,
will
demonstrate several breathing
devices and show how they can
benefit a patient. Darold Keller,
director of pharmacy, will
discuss new drugs on the market
for asthma, will explain what
each drug does, arta will encourage proper and continued
use of medication.
"There is an alarming increase
in asthma deaths over the last 10
years in the United States and
other countries in the western
world," Dr. Miller said. "we intensify our efforts as physicians
through clinics like this to treat
asthmatics appropriately; making sure they understand the side
effects from medications, the
risks associated with patient
negligence and the proper way to
care for their condition."
"Perhaps education and peak flow meter home monitoring will

help decrease the mortality rate
among asthma and emphysema
patients," Dr. Miller added.
If your doctor determines that
your breathing difficulites are
due to bronchial asthma, you risk
having an attack when exposed to
your specific allergic element.
This causes hypersensitivity in
your lungs which can cause any
combination of the following to
occur inside the lungs.
The muscles that wrap around
your lungs' air tubes contract,
causing the passageways to
become smaller. Within the air
tubes, the tiny cells that line the
tube
walls swell
makirg
breathing more difficult. The
tightened airways are further
plugged as glands in the tube
walls begin to over-produce
MUCUS.

In addition to this overactivity
in your lungs, you my experience
chest tightness, dry coughing and
wheezing (caused by air being
forced through constricted
airways.)
Attacks vary in length from a
few minutes to a few hours for
most people. In rare cases, an attack may last for weeks and do
permanent lung damage requiring hospitalization.
Yet, many people with asthma
go for a year or longer without a
flare-up.
"Hopefully, patients will use
the peak-flow meter home unit
frequently to see how well the
lungs are working. This will show
when the lungs are not working
well while/he patient is unaware anything is wrong. This device is
important--- because it detects
when the lung function is beginning to deteriorate and alerts the

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

patient to the fact that a doctor's
advice is needed which might
prevent an emergency room
visit, hospital stay or something
more tragic," Dr Miller said
Common instigators of asthma
include infections, allergies, and
weather conditions
Infections—most often in the
form of colds and flus--precipitate episodes which can
cause subsequent flare ups. A
preventative measure is to take
a flu shot every year.
Treating allergies, in many
cases, cuts down on the incidence
of asthma by desensitizing the
person. Irritants such as per
fume, smog, cigarette smoke,
wet paint, and cold dry air cause
allergic reactions; they aggravate sensitive asthmatic
lungs. Mild exercise also causes
attacks in some people.

Especially To Us

Strong emotions such as
depression, stress, anxiety or ex
citement can cause asthma
Some people are born with a
tendency to develop asthma
Most asthmatics benefit from
medication either to prevent or
curb attacks, The drugs used
relax the muscles around the airways in the lungs allowing air to
circulate more freely.
Asthma, especially if un
treated, can be a disabling
disease. Self-treatment is not ad
vised and is especially dangerous
for older people who attribute
chronic shortness of breath to
other health problems.
If you experience breathing dif
ficulties, you should consult your
personal physicial.'

Respiratory Therapy Week

A FREE PEAK FLOW METER will be given to each part,L.pdf!
at the Asthma Clinic Medical director of respiratory
therapy at Murray Calloway County Hospital is Dr. Dan Miller,
internal medicine specialist (left) Clinic plans are
being finalized by Dr Miller and (left to right) Darold Keller, director of
pharmacy and John Weatherly, director
of respiratory therapy The program is free of charge for anyone interested
in asthma and emphysema Plan now
to attend the asthma clinic Saturday, October 3 from 8 30 a m til noon
in the third floor education unit at Murray

CalLoway County Hospital.

October Health Calendar
Support Groups

Asthma Clinic
Saturday, October 3
8:30 a.m. to 12 Noon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Third Floor Classroom

TAL ABOUT
PRESCRIPTIONS

"Asthma and Emphysema"
Dr. Dan Miller

Miracle Moments

Internal Medicine Specalist
Medical Director of Respiratory Therapy

Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502) 753-5131, ex
tension 144 or 753-6821. This month, be sure and bring your
pillows the first night of class. The classes will meet Thursday,
October 1, 15 and 22 and Monday. October 5 from 7-9:30 in
the hospital's third floor education unit

"Breathing Devices"
John Weatherly
Director of Respiratory Therapy

"New Asthma Drugs"
Darold Keller
Director of Pharmacy
Those afflicted with asthma and emphysema as well as family
members and friends are invited to attend

The program is free of charge.

lth Expresk
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
offering the following screenings
during the month of October.
Colo rectal cancer kits are
available at all stops of the
Health Express for a S4 charge.
Thursday. October 1
•Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-11 a.m.
•Lowes
Reisner's Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Saturday. October 3
*Murray
Fall Festival in the Park
10 a.m. 4 p.m.
Tuesday, October 20
7'Dexter
Senior Citizens Center
9-11 a.m.
'Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
12:30-2:30 p.m

Thursday, October 22
•Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
•Hamlin
Post Office
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 27
•Water Valley
Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
'Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Cesarean Birth Class
This class prepares parents for Cesarean birth, whether an
ticipated or unexpected. The class will meet Thursday, October
29 at 7 p.m. in the hospital's third floor education unit To
register, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or 753-6.821.
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
Even if you are not involved in the classes, you are still invited
to come to the hospital and tour the area where your baby will
be delivered. Nancy Orr, R.N., perinatal education coordinator,
will be your tour guide and will answer any questions you have
as you tour the labor, delivery nursery and maternity areas
To schedule a tour, call Nancy Orr at (502) 752-5131, extension
144 or 753-6821.
Sibling Class
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister at home. They
will explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in
the hospital's nursery. To register, call (502) 7535131, extension
144 or 753-6821.
Breaatfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a cless date and information Then, watch for the calendar in
the Murray Ledger and Times for the class date. For informa
tion, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
Parenting Class
This two-session class is designed to help new parents make the
transition from pregnacy to parenthood. The next class will be
held Monday, October 19 and 26. For information, call (502)
753-5131, extension 144
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically
designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. To set up an
individual appointment, call the hospital's chief physical
therapist, Tressa Heltsley at (502) 753-5131, extension 144

Wednesday. October 28
•Lynnville
Larry Seay's Marker
9-1) a.m.
•Tri City
Tri City Grocery
12.30-2:30 p.m.

Refresher Class
A two-session brush-up class for parents who have attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews hospital
routines and new birthing options. The class is scheduled for
Monday, November 9 and 16 at 7 p.m. at the hospital.

'Thursday. October 29
'Murray
Court Square
9 11:30 a.m. & 1 3 p.m.

Miracle Momenta Newsletter
If you would like to receive a free copy of our newsletter dur
ing your pregnacy, call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144. Each issue has
suggested reading, helpful tips, medical and nutrition informa
tion for each stage of your pregnacy.

40188.11111111.11111111M111111181M11.'

nardisc Rehab Support
All interested persons are invited to attend and learn more about
cardiac rehabilitation through group discussion and a program
entitled "Difficult Decisions and Patient Rights". The meeting
will be held Tuesday, October 13 in the Murray Calloway County
Hospital Private Dining room from 10 a.m to 11 a m and 6 p m
to 7 p.m. Everyone who has had a heart attack or heart Surgery
is encouraged to attend this meeting For more information, call
Shirley Lamb, Cardiac Rehab Coordinator, at (502) 753 513)
Altheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educa
tional program titled "Drug and Food Interaction" presented
by Darold Keller, registered pharmacist, on Tuesday, October
11 The support group will meet for group discussion on Tues
day, October 27 Both meetings begin at 4 30 p.m in the board
room of Murray Calloway County Hospital For more informa
tion, call Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W., at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, (502) 753-5131, extension 199
Laryngectomee Support Group
Laryngectomy patients and their families are invited to attend
a meeting Friday, October 9 at 4 p.m. in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, This support group meets
the second Friday of each month to share ideas, information
and encouragement of new laryngectomees and their spouses
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Diabetics Taking Control
Diabetics and their families are invited to a special program
demonstrating blood glucose monitoring equipment and an in
sulin delivery system on Thursday, October 1, at 5 p.m. in the
third floor education unit at Murray Calloway County Hospital
The program sponsored by Diabetics Taking Control. Randall
Winchester will present the program on insulin delivery. Don
Fox from DIASCAN will demonstrate the blood glucose monitor
ing equipment. A question and answer session will follow the
demonstrations.

Have a
Safe and Happy
Halloween

MURRAY
CALLCAVAY
COUNT Y
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 753-5131
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